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Abstract

Spatial Variability in Winter Balance on Storglaciären Modelled With a Coupled
Terrain Based Approach
Yoram Terleth

Although most processes governing the surface mass balance on mountain glaciers are well under-
stood, the causes and extent of spatial variability in accumulation remain poorly constrained.
In the present study, the EBFM distributed mass balance model is newly coupled to terrain
based modelling routines estimating mass redistribution by snowdrift, preferential deposition,
and avalanching (ST-EBFM) in order to model winter balance on Storglaciären, Sweden. ST-
EBFM improves the spatial accuracy of winter balance simulations and proves to be a versatile
and computationally inexpensive model. Accumulation on Storglaciären is primarily driven by
direct precipitation, which seems locally increased due to small scale orographic effects. Wind
driven snow transport leads to significant deposition in the accumulation zone and slight erosion
in the ablation zone. The pattern is generally consistent from year to year. Avalanching is the
smallest contributor to winter balance, but cannot be neglected. The physical complexity of
avalanches and high year to year variability render simulations of the process somewhat uncer-
tain, but observations seem to confirm the large impact that the process can have on the glacier
at very localised scales. The role of mass transporting processes in maintaining the current mass
equilibrium on Storglaciären highlights the necessity to understand the links between climatic
predictors and accumulation in order to accurately assess climate sensitivity.
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Popular science summary

Modellering av rumslig variation av vintermassbalansen p̊a Storglaciären med hjälp
av en kopplad terrängbaserad metod
Yoram Terleth

In temperate and polar regions, mountain glaciers gain mass when they receive snowfall during
the winter and lose mass from melting during the summer. The total sum of all gained and lost
mass at the end of a given year is the net mass balance, and this provides a good indication
whether the glacier is likely to shrink or grow in the near-future. While it is possible to measure
the overall mass loss and mass gain, it is much more difficult to determine what caused the
melting or the deposition of snow. A technique to ascertain this is to make a computer model
of the glacier incorporating the processes that are expected to have an influence, and verify
that the simulated mass balance resembles reality. This has been done very successfully to
understand what causes melting, but mechanisms that deposit snow onto the glacier have been
less investigated, and not modelled in detail. While snow accumulation seems simple, there is
often quite a lot of spatial variation in the amount of mass present on a glacier at the end of
the winter. This variability is thought to be largely caused by wind and avalanche driven snow
transport. In this dissertation, the underlying topography is used to model estimates of the
amount of snow that gets deposited by wind and avalanches on Storglaciären, a small glacier
in northern Sweden. This improves previous models of the winter mass balance, and shows
that avalanches and wind driven snow transport can contribute almost one quarter of the total
mass gained during a single winter. The simulations match reality quite closely, suggesting
the mechanisms of mass gain are mostly captured, although some issues remain especially with
modelling avalanches. The results show that accounting for snow transport is necessary to
properly understand mass gain on small glaciers, and needs to be taken into account when
considering their response to future climatic change.
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1 Introduction

Surface mass balance is widely acknowledged as the essential metric of glacier monitoring, pro-
viding a direct measure of an ice masses’ response to local climate (Zemp et al. 2017). Where
monitoring glacier wide yearly net balance (bn) provides an indicator of glacier health, consider-
ing the spatially distributed specific net balance as well as specific winter (bw) and summer (bs)
balances and their evolution over time provides many further insights on a glacier’s equilibrium
state (e.g. Haeberli et al. 2007), on its sensitivity to change (e.g. Oerlemans & Fortuin 1992),
on the drivers of this potential change (e.g. Van Pelt et al. 2016) and on the future evolution of
these dynamics (e.g. Van Pelt et al. 2021).

The physical processes governing mass balance are relatively well understood, with their
accurate description largely driven by the advent of physically based and spatially distributed
models (Hock 2005; Van Pelt 2014). However, these advances and modelling capabilities primar-
ily concern mass loss, while the processes governing the spatial distribution of mass accumulation
remain poorly constrained (Hock et al. 2017). This gap in understanding is especially trouble-
some when considering small mountain glaciers. Certain cirque glaciers have been suggested
to be sustained entirely by local accumulation anomalies (Kuhn 1995; Hoffman et al. 2007;
Florentine et al. 2018). On valley glaciers, spatial variability in winter balance carries over to
variability in net mass balance (Jansson & Pettersson 2007; Sold et al. 2016); and high accumu-
lation variability especially in the ablation area impacts spring and summer melting, negatively
affecting glacier wide net balance (Van Pelt 2014).

Spatial variability in mountain glacier winter balance has naturally been ascribed to the
variability in snow deposition that characterises complex terrain (e.g. McGrath et al. 2018; Pra-
manik et al. 2019). This variability is primarily driven by orographically enhanced precipitation
as well as wind and gravitationally driven redistribution of snow (Kuhn 1995; Mott et al. 2010).
While the mechanics of these processes are well known, quantifying their respective contributions
to mass balance is complicated by the hurdles and tediousness inherent to gathering spatially
detailed snow accumulation data (Machguth et al. 2006; McGrath et al. 2018). A strategy of
using a simple spatially distributed mass balance model that accounts for the processes driving
accumulation variability over time and space could increase our understanding of their impact on
mass balance and more widely on glacier behavior, as occurred with advances in the modelling
of ablation processes. In addition, a working model of accumulation variability could prove a
valuable tool in estimating winter balance on glaciers where measurements are sparse: simula-
tions could help identifying sites where the specific winter balance is representative of glacier
wide averages and assess the validity of accumulation measurements as glacier wide estimates.
Modelled winter balance could also supplement scarce measurements, increasing the accuracy
of mass balance estimations when only limited observations are available.

Reliable modelling strategies towards simulating snow transport in mountainous terrain have
been in existence for several years and are increasingly sophisticated and accurate (e.g. Dadic
et al. 2010; Christen et al. 2010; Vionnet et al. 2021), but remain challenging to distribute at a
spatial extent and resolution needed for the simulation of accumulation on a mountain glacier.
Mass balance is considered as a time series, which poses limits on the maximum computational
power available for mass transport simulations. Snow drift simulations have been coupled to
mass balance models to asses wind scour on ice sheets (Lenaerts et al. 2012), and the development
of a model simulating seasonal contributions from avalanching on mountain glaciers is ongoing
(Turchaninova et al. 2020). Meanwhile, few efforts seem to have been made towards including
simulations of both snow drift and avalanching on mountain glaciers at a spatial and temporal
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scale that would allow dynamic coupling to current state of the art mass balance modelling.
This work presents the coupling of simple and terrain based routines of wind driven prefer-

ential deposition and snow transport based on Winstral et al. (2002) and of gravitational snow
transport based on Gruber (2007) to the Energy Balance Firn Model (EBFM) of climatic mass
balance described most recently in Van Pelt et al. (2021). This coupled Snow Transport - En-
ergy Balance Firn Model (ST-EBFM) is applied to simulate the mass balance of Storglaciären,
where high resolution winter balance measurements offer an excellent opportunity for model
calibration and validation. The aim of the dissertation is to then construct a spatially
detailed and accurate image of the different accumulation processes and their rel-
ative importance on Storglaciären. The consideration of the Storglaciären case study will
verify the validity of the presented modelling strategy, and provide hints towards
the broader dynamics governing accumulation on mountain glaciers. The thesis pro-
vides a theoretical background on mass balance and accumulation processes in chapter 2; while
chapter 3 describes the study site of Storglaciären. Chapter 4 and 5 cover the data sources used
and the coupled modelling strategy, respectively. Results are outlined and discussed in chapter
6. Chapter 7 offers a brief conclusion.
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2 Theoretical Framework

The following sections aim at providing an overview of the theoretical basis of the present
work. The dynamics governing climatic mass balance are outlined briefly, followed by a more
detailed discussion of the likely mechanisms of mass accumulation on alpine glaciers. Because
the processes governing the spatial variability of snow-mass in the landscape have relevance
within hydrology and geomorphology, they have been subject to extensive research within these
domains. The following discussion draws strongly on this body of research, and aligns it with
work done towards variable accumulation within glaciology.

2.1 Climatic Mass Balance

Mass balance is the net sum of mass gain (accumulation) and mass loss (ablation) over a defined
period of time. A slightly narrower metric consists of the climatic mass balance (CMB), which
considers all processes adding or removing mass at the surface and within the snowpack, thus
excluding basal melt and frontal ablation through calving. Finally, surface mass balance (SMB)
further excludes internal accumulation, the refreezing of meltwater within the glacier below the
previous summer’s melt surface (Cogley et al. 2011). On small land terminating glaciers, surface
mass balance dominates the overall mass change of the glacier but internal accumulation and
basal melting cannot be fully neglected (Schneider & Jansson 2004; Alexander et al. 2011). This
is of note, as mass balance measurements register SMB, while most mass balance models simulate
CMB. At mid-latitudes, the autumn, winter, and early spring are generally characterised by
surface mass accumulation, while the late spring and summer are dominated by surface melt.
A measure of mass gain during the accumulation season is the specific winter balance (bw),
averaged to the glacier wide winter balance (bw). The metric for mass loss during the ablation
season is the specific summer balance (bs), averaged into the glacier wide summer balance (bs).
Yearly bw and bs are summed into the specific net balance (bn), averaged into glacier wide net
balance (bn), which informs about net mass change over a full mass balance year (e.g. Jansson
& Pettersson 2007). The area of the glacier surface where |bw|> |bs| is called the accumulation
zone, and the area where |bw| < |bs| is the ablation zone. At the interface between the two,
|bw| = |bs|, meaning bn = 0, is the equilibrium line. The location of this interface shifts from
year to year, and is usually defined by its elevation above sea level, the equilibrium line altitude
(ELA). If the ELA is stagnant in elevation over a longer period, the glacier is thought to be
in equilibrium with local climate. If there is a prolonged change in ELA, the glacier is out of
equilibrium and a response in ice volume and geometry is to be expected (Albrecht et al. 2000).

Because CMB is primarily governed by climate, the metric is regarded as a direct and
immediate indicator of an ice masses’ response to climatic transience, preceding changes in
ice volume, geometry and flow rate (Zemp et al. 2009). Nevertheless, the causal mechanism
from climatic predictors to mass balance is not always entirely straightforward at the scale of
individual glaciers (Huss & Fischer 2016). Hock (1999) demonstrates the impact of shading by
surrounding terrain on melt rates. The reflectivity of the snow surface, dependent on snowfall
timing and subject to deposition of atmospheric impurities, affects the absorption of solar energy
and has a large impact on mass loss (e.g. Klok & Oerlemans 2004; Gabbi et al. 2015). In turn,
thick debris cover has been shown to have an insulating role on the ice surface, and could
locally reduce melting (Mölg et al. 2019). Near surface winds affect the sensible and latent
heat exchanges between the ice surface and the atmosphere (Oerlemans & Fortuin 1992). The
presence of snow and firn on a glacier affects the surface energy balance through changes in
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surface albedo and heat conduction (e.g. Van Pelt & Kohler 2015). Firn can also act as a
reservoir for surface melt as it percolates downwards, delaying net mass loss but in turn affecting
the thermal and radiative properties of the firn pack (Schneider & Jansson 2004; Reijmer & Hock
2008; Van Pelt & Kohler 2015).

2.2 Snow Accumulation Processes

The boundaries of most considerations of surface mass balance are set at the extent of the
glacier, meaning the source of newly added mass is left out of consideration, or simplified to a
correction of precipitation along a linear gradient linked to elevation (Roth et al. 2018). Because
of this, processes driving the spatial variability of especially winter balance are often only sparsely
discussed in studies centered on surface mass balance (Hock et al. 2017). Nevertheless, existing
research focusing on spatial variability of accumulation on glaciers can be combined with a larger
body of research towards snow transport in complex terrain to draw up a rudimentary picture of
the three principal processes influencing mass accumulation: direct snowfall, wind driven snow
transport, and gravitationally driven mass transport. The following sections discuss existing
work towards each of these components in further detail.

2.2.1 Snowfall in Mountainous Terrain

Winter precipitation rates are influenced by several different processes (Vionnet et al. 2017).
At the scale of mountain ranges, orographic lifting leads to increased variability in snowfall.
Mechanically forced lifting of moisture containing air masses on the windward side of the to-
pography leads to adiabatic cooling, increasing condensation and precipitation. The effects of
orographic precipitation can be exacerbated by the seeder-feeder mechanism, where precipitat-
ing particles generated by the large scale storm clouds fall through the clouds formed during
orographic lifting. This increases collision coalescence, ultimately increasing precipitation rates
(Mott et al. 2014). On the leeward side of the range, the air column warms and precipitation
is reduced (e.g. Vionnet et al. 2017). At the smaller scale of single mountain chains, boundary
layer wind fields tends to influence deposition by the advection of precipitation particles before
they reach the surface. This interaction is especially marked for snow particles due to their low
density relative to raindrops. The mechanism promotes deposition on leeward slopes, which are
characterised by an absence of upward drafts and flow deceleration caused by an expanding air
column, allowing a larger share of particles to reach the surface (Lehning et al. 2008). The rela-
tive importance of the processes outlined above is investigated in Mott et al. (2014): orographic
precipitation tends to dominate large scale precipitation patterns, with higher rates occurring on
the windward side of mountain ranges. The seeder feeder mechanism tends to further drive the
region of maximum precipitation close to the highest topography. At smaller scales however,
preferential deposition shifts the region of maximum deposition towards the near-ridge crest
leeward side. The latter effect is stronger with high horizontal wind speeds, conditions typical
of winter storms at mid-latitudes. As a result, accumulation maxima locations undergo strong
variability, and are situation dependent. Nevertheless, they can be supposed to frequently occur
just leeward of the main ridge-crest of a mountain range.

2.2.2 Wind Driven Snow Transport

Snow particle advection by near surface winds is central to the preferential deposition mechanism
outlined in the previous paragraph, but wind driven snow particle transport can also occur after
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deposition. The transported material has then been eroded from the snow cover rather than
originating as precipitation particles. Wind driven snow drift differs from preferential deposition
in the necessary conditions for its occurrence, as snow drift continues after snowfall events, but
the amount of available material is dictated by a minimum wind shear strength in relation to
surface and snow conditions rather than precipitation rates (e.g. Liston & Sturm 1998). A
second key difference is the mode of transport, as snow drift occurs largely through saltation
while preferential deposition by definition only considers suspended mass (Vionnet et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the two processes often occur in tandem and remain
governed by the same wind fields, allowing for several simplified models to describe the aggregate
effect of both mechanisms without making a clear distinction between the two (Winstral et al.
2002; Dadic et al. 2010).

Physical descriptions of snow erosion by wind, transport, and subsequent deposition are
available, but the large number of processes involved and diversity of internal feedbacks renders
their implementation into a comprehensive and distributed model quite difficult (Liston & Sturm
1998). Snow erosion rates depend on the critical shear stress of the surface, which depends on the
snow cover’s density, average grain size, and moisture content. In turn, the shear stress on the
surface generated by wind depends on wind speed but also on the surface roughness. The relation
between the two determines whether erosion occurs; McClung & Schaerer (2006) report typical
minimum wind speeds of 5 m s-1 for low density snow and above 25 m s-1 for denser snowpacks.
Erosion rates can be coupled to the surface over which the conditions for erosion are met (i.e.
the fetch) to determine the amount of mass in transport. The latter initially occurs as saltation,
with excess mass entering permanent turbulent suspension under high wind velocities. Although
snow transport through rolling does occur, it is generally considered negligible (Vionnet et
al. 2014). Wind driven snow transport significantly increases mass loss to the atmosphere
through sublimation when the surrounding air is under-saturated: Vionnet et al. (2014) find
sublimation rates tripled by snow drift, and model a reduction of 5% in wind deposition resulting
from in transport sublimation. Deposition of the remaining mass occurs when wind speeds are
temporally reduced below a threshold shear stress now depending on surface roughness and snow
surface moisture content.

The governing factors through each stage of wind driven snow transport are near surface wind
velocity and direction, both exceptionally variable at small scales in mountainous terrain (Dadic
et al. 2010; Vionnet et al. 2021). Interestingly however, the presence of snow drifts indicates that
there is a form of spatial consistency in small scale wind fields and eddies, suggesting a strong
control of topography on wind speed and direction (Fig. 2.1) (Schirmer et al. 2011; Winstral &
Marks 2014).
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Figure 2.1: A Photo taken on 12/04/2021 of the lower reaches of Björlings Glaciär, a
smaller glacier adjacing Storglaciären to its south. The image illustrates the large impact
of wind driven mass transport: the left side of the image shows bare ice, exposed by wind
erosion. The middle of the photo shows significant wind accumulation, while the right hand
moraines are again fully devoid of snow. The erosion-accumulation pattern seems to be
persistent over time. B Inset map showing location where photo was taken and view-shed.
Modified from ©Lantmateriët topographic map.

The persistence of wind driven erosion-accumulation patterns is of special significance to
mass accumulation on glaciers. Wind scouring has been documented to significantly impact
mass balance on the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (e.g. Das et al. 2013); it seems likely that similar
mechanisms can occur on any glacier where persistent winds and erodible snow occur simul-
taneously. Björlings Glaciär (Fig. 2.1) might be an example of this: Østrem (1964) notes an
abnormally high ELA, perhaps reflecting the influence of wind erosion on the central part of the
glacier. Where on featureless ice sheets eroded mass tends to sublimate before being redeposited
(Das et al. 2013), the complex topography surrounding mountain glaciers generates turbulence
and flow deceleration, producing snow deposition zones. In the example of Björlings Glaciär,
such a zone is identifiable as the large snowdrift at the center of Figure 2.1. The feature is
identifiable on photos depicting both summer and winter conditions, and is drawn into topo-
graphic maps. Similar zones of increased accumulation due to wind deposition are identified in
McGrath et al. (2018), and with less certainty in Hodgkins et al. (2005) and Machguth et al.
(2006). Based on an extensive consideration of snow depth and wind fields in a glacierized
catchment, Dadic et al. (2010) attribute a dominant role to wind driven snow accumulation,
and suggest that persistent wind fields could be one of the controlling factors on the location of
small glaciers, in addition to shading from solar radiation. This idea is also present in Hoffman
et al. (2007), De Beer & Sharp (2009), and Huss & Fischer (2016), with suggestions that wind
driven snow transport sustains mass equilibrium on small glaciers that would otherwise retreat
or even disappear.
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2.2.3 Gravitational Snow Transport

Studies highlighting the importance of wind driven snow transport on glacier presence at regional
scales often identify a second mechanism contributing to glacier sustenance: avalanching (e.g.
De Beer & Sharp 2009). Mass additions as a result of snow avalanching from surrounding
slopes and headwalls onto a glacier surface have been noted repeatedly in previous literature,
notably in high mountain Asia, where valley glaciers below the regional ELA tend to be fed
by hanging ice disconnected from the valley by steep topography (Yafeng & Wenying 1980;
Benn & Lehmkuhl 2000; Hewitt 2014; Laha et al. 2017). At mid-latitudes, the contribution
of avalanching has mainly been investigated for very small cirque glaciers and glacierets, with
Kuhn (1995) suggesting a mechanism where the terminal moraine can act as a retention barrier,
increasing the contribution of avalanched mass to the winter balance during the final stages of
glacier retreat. Similarly, De Beer & Sharp (2009) link the existence of low elevation glaciers to
the presence of adjacent avalanche producing headwalls. A well studied extreme example of this
mechanism is the Ice Chapel in Southern Germany, where avalanching is thought to contribute
about 90% of the yearly mass added to the lowest perennial ice mass in the European Alps
(Rödder et al. 2010; Mott et al. 2019).

Despite the demonstrated importance of avalanching for very small glaciers, the contribution
of gravitationally transported mass on mid-sized cirque and valley glaciers remains largely un-
investigated. When considering larger glaciers, the catchment area consisting of steep headwalls
shrinks in comparison to the often relatively flat glacier surface, and the relative share of mass
contributed by avalanching naturally decreases. Nevertheless, the extreme percentages reported
in Rödder et al. (2010) and Mott et al. (2019) suggest contributions might not be entirely neg-
ligible, and would at least have consequent effects on specific mass balance in regions close to
surrounding topography. Additionally, the importance of this contribution is likely to increase
with glacier retreat as the ELA and terminus recede towards the upper headwall and glacier
surface available for snowfall collection decreases, although this evolution is strongly dependent
on local topography (Florentine et al. 2018).

Several forms of gravitationally driven snow transport exist: loose snow avalanches tend to
occur in low cohesion snow with destabilization growing from a small number of initial grains
up to mid-sized avalanches. These can occur in freshly fallen and poorly bonded snow in steep
terrain (sloughs), or in water saturated snow-packs (Louchet 2021). In turn, slab avalanches
rather occur when the internally well-bonded upper layer(s) of the snowpack separate from
the underlying surface. This separation can be triggered by additional loading of the upper
snow layers, or if the cohesion of the interface between layers is reduced. Slab avalanches are
thus less directly linked to meteorological conditions than loose snow avalanches, and tend to
be more difficult to predict (McClung & Schaerer 2006; Louchet 2021). As slab avalanches
require significant snow accumulation prior to release, they tend to initiate primarily in terrain
ranging between 30° and 45° in steepness. Dry loose snow avalanches occur mostly on slopes
>45°, while wet loose snow avalanche can also occur in lower angle terrain (>25°). As a result,
gravitational snow transport in very steep terrain is dominated by loose snow avalanching,
while lower gradients are primarily subject to transport through less frequent slab avalanching
(Sommer et al. 2015; Bernhardt & Schulz 2010). A third form of down-slope mass transport
occurs with cornice falls. Cornices accrete on the lee side of ridges through wind driven snow
transport, as flow separation at the ridge generates eddies and deposition. The resulting features
tend to become increasingly overhanging and collapse when the internal shear stress is exceeded.
Mass transport during cornice falls can be significant, and the impact of falling cornices on
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underlying slopes often triggers slab avalanches or sloughs (Hancock et al. 2020).
The fraction of snow-mass in steep terrain that is subject to gravitational transport remains

difficult to constrain. Whether snowmass is stable at a certain slope angle strongly depends
on the snow’s internal cohesion and capacity to stick to the underlying material. This in turn
depends on snow and meteorological conditions, which are subject to spatial and temporal
variability (Sommer et al. 2015). Additionally, mountain faces rarely consist of a continuous slope
angle, and are rather divided into benches, gullies and cliffs. Accurate measuring capabilities
of snow water equivalent in extremely steep terrain have come into existence only recently,
and few studies have so far utilized these capabilities to quantify gravitational mass transport
(Wirz et al. 2011; Hancock et al. 2020). These observations show that slopes well over 50° can
retain significant amounts of snow, contesting the common assumption that terrain exceeding
the angle of repose of snow grains (45°) would hold only very little mass (Wirz et al. 2011;
Sommer et al. 2015; Willibald et al. 2020). The assumption might remain valid over seasonal
timescales however: wet loose avalanches have been observed to increase in frequency in steep
terrain during late spring as internal cohesion is lost with saturation of the snowpack (Baggi &
Schweizer 2009).

Besides the added mass, the presence of avalanche deposits is likely to have several effects on
the surface energy balance of a glacier. The density of avalanche deposits is generally higher than
precipitated or even wind transported snow, impacting the snowpack’s thermal conductivity
and water retention properties (McClung & Schaerer 2006). Furthermore, kinetic energy is
transformed to thermal energy during avalanches, leading to the production of meltwater or an
increase in deposit temperature relative to the snow cover temperature in the initiation area
(Vera Valero et al. 2015; Steinkogler et al. 2015). Finally, the surface roughness of avalanche
deposits is generally higher than the surface roughness of newly deposited or wind drifted snow
cover, and tends to contain higher fractions of impurities. These changes impact the snow
cover’s reflectivity at various wavelengths, but net effects on the broadband albedo remain
strongly case dependent (Bühler et al. 2009). Whether the aggregate of transformed snowpack
properties promotes or prevents melting seems to be equally case dependent, with higher melt
rates for avalanche deposits being offset by the greater depth and density relative to undisturbed
snow (Scally & Gardner 1990).
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3 Study Area

3.1 Geographical Setting

Storglaciären has a surface area of 3.1 km2 and lies between 1,140–1,700 m a.s.l. (Holmlund &
Jansson 1999; Holmlund & Holmlund 2019). The glacier is located in the northern reaches of
the Scandes mountain range, well north of the Arctic circle at 67°54 north and 18°31 east (Fig.
3.1 A); and in close proximity to Kebnekaise, the highest mountain in Sweden at 2097 metres
a.s.l (Holmlund & Schytt 1987). The north-south running main ridge of the Kebnekaise massif
is surrounded by 5 separate small glaciers: Rabots Glaciär lies below the western face, while
Björlings Glaciär, Storglaciären, Isfallsglaciären and Kebnepakteglaciären flank the eastern side
from south to north. These four eastern flank glaciers are all connected along their upper reaches,
but each have distinct cirques and their respective catchment boundaries are easily identified.
The upper edge of Storglaciären lies just east of, and about 400 metres below, the Kebnekaise
south summit, and the upper accumulation zone and headwall are divided in two by the Eastern
Ridge. East of the upper cirque, the ”valley” part of the glacier is contained between Södra
Klippberget to its north and Kebnetj̊akka to its south. The relief on both sides of the glacier is
about 250-300 metres, with steep topography in each case (Fig. 3.1 B).

Figure 3.1: A obtained from Wikemedia Commons. Outline map of Sweden showing location of
study area. B obtained with ©Lantmäteriet (2021) mapping tool. Topographic map of study area,
including summits of Kebnekaise and various glaciers mentioned in text. Storglaciären is highlighted
in green. Elevation contours are 20 meters distant.

3.2 Glacier Features

The surface of Storglaciären is steepest below the Western headwall, with a near horizontal
section in the middle of the glacier and decreasing ice thickness towards the glacier snout (Koblet
et al. 2010). The front has receded considerably during the first half of the 20th century, but
glacier area has remained rather constant since the 1960’s, nevertheless undergoing continued
thinning (Holmlund 1996; Holmlund & Holmlund 2019). A principal zone of over-deepening
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is located at around 1350 m elevation, with the maximum ice thickness reaching just over 200
metres (Fig. 3.2; Björnsson 1981;Herzfeld et al. 1993).

Figure 3.2: Reproduced from Herzfeld et al. (1993). A Hand drawn contour map of smoothed bed
surface topography under Storglaciären. B Hand drawn contour map of Storglaciären glacier thickness.
Axis units are local grid coordinates in meters.

Storglaciären is polythermal and of Scandinavian type, with a cold surface layer at the
ablation zone, that results from a balance between downward migration of the cold/temperate
ice interface due to heat loss through conduction and the emergence velocity of warm ice (e.g.
Pettersson et al. 2003; Pettersson et al. 2007). Average surface velocities of the glacier are
given between 30 mm day-1 during winter and 43 mm day-1 in summer by Hooke et al. (1983).
These are driven by the gradient in surface mass balance between the accumulation and ablation
zones. The latter is likely the best documented and most studied feature of the glacier, with
the Tarfala mass balance program providing a continuous record dating back to 1946 (discussed
in further detail in section 4; Holmlund et al. 2005). The net mass balance gradient is steep
across Storglaciären, with especially large increases in the upper accumulation area. These high
values sustain a net balance that is close to zero while the Accumulation Area Ratio (AAR) is
below 0.5 (Hock et al. 2007a). The surface mass balance record is further corroborated with
volumetric estimations (Koblet et al. 2010; Zemp et al. 2010), and reconstructed further in time
through photogrammetry (Holmlund & Holmlund 2019) and proxy data analysis (Linderholm &
Jansson 2007). Basal melting is generally neglected on Storglaciären but internal accumulation
contributes significantly to annual mass gain; and a differentiation can be made between surface
mass balance and climatic mass balance (Zemp et al. 2010; Schneider & Jansson 2004).
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3.3 Winter Balance

Figure 3.3: Winter Balance Averaged for the 1946-2010 period on Storglaciären. Contours of 0.5 m
w.e. Red marker indicates area of persistently increased accumulation, further evident in figure 3.4
and referred to in text below. Data from Tarfala Research Station (2020a).

The winter balance (bw), the maximum amount of added mass present at the end of the accu-
mulation season, is usually reached in late April to early June for Storglaciären (Mercer 2018).
Figure 3.3 shows the spatial distribution of the winter balance temporally averaged over the
1946-2010 period. The pattern is relatively complex, and merits further investigation. Follow-
ing methods given in Jansson & Pettersson (2007), Figure 3.4 shows the 1995-2010 averaged
specific bw minus the glacier wide winter balance averaged over the same period. Mass accu-
mulation at the end of the winter is especially high near the steep surrounding topography,
with maximum values occurring below Kebnekaise’s east face (location A). In addition, several
localised areas of enhanced and decreased accumulation occur in various places of the glacier
surface (e.g. location B).
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Figure 3.4: Methodology following Jansson & Pettersson (2007). Yearly glacier wide bw subtracted
from yearly specific bw, averaged over the 1995-2010 accumulation seasons. Scatterplots show location
A likely affected by avalanching, B unaffected by snow transport processes and close to the E.L.A.
and C affected by wind driven erosion of deposited snow.

The irregular pattern of accumulation evident in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 hints at strong influ-
ences by the processes of snow redistribution discussed in section 2 on the winter balance of
Storglaciären. The possible mass contributions by avalanching to Storglaciären’s winter balance
have been noted in early studies (Schytt 1965; Mercer 2018); and Jansson & Pettersson (2007)
attribute the localised deviations between bw and bw to micro-scale wind driven snow deposi-
tion and erosion. As discussed in section 2, both these processes are the result of an interaction
between topography, wind and precipitation. Since terrain remains virtually unchanged at the
considered timescale, the anomalies in accumulation evident in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are likely to
be relatively constant in location and extent from year to year. A similar question is posed in
McGrath et al. (2018), where irregular accumulation patterns are found to be consistent over
time. The study’s methodology for evaluating inter-annual variability in accumulation is carried
over to the present work: Figure 3.5 A shows the normalized range in winter balance and Figure
3.5 B shows the coefficient of determination. There is strong year to year variability especially
in areas that were concluded to be affected by wind erosion by Jansson & Pettersson (2007); but
it seems likely that this is at least in part a feature of the extremely low bw values as Figure 3.5
A shows the lowest absolute normalised range in the same area. Meanwhile an area of increased
accumulation that is an obvious feature of wind deposition in a small depression in the south-
ern side of the ablation zone (red marker in Fig. 3.3) seems persistent from year to year. As
such, the absolute variability of wind driven accumulation seems quite low, suggesting terrain
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plays a rather strong role in snow redistribution by wind; this is in line with results presented
in McGrath et al. (2018). Meanwhile, an area of low R2 and high absolute range just below
the western headwall represents an area likely affected strongly by gravitational snow transport.
Sloughing and avalanching, while facilitated by topography, are the consequence of a sequence of
meteorological events that shape snow conditions in the initiation zone (e.g. McClung & Schaerer
2006). It seems plausible that the notoriously erratic and difficult to predict events would occur
less reliably from year to year, and thus produce the high normalized range values and low R2

values in the upper accumulation zone. The analysis of inter-annual variability strengthens the
suspicion that Storglaciären’s winter balance is influenced by post-depositional processes, with
the 350% range in Figure 3.5 A hinting at considerable local impacts from avalanching that
nevertheless vary from year to year.

Figure 3.5: Methodology following McGrath et al. (2018). Interannual variability of bw from 1995-
2010. Quantified via: A absolute normalized range: bw is divided by bw, the range is then the smallest
yearly value subtracted from the largest yearly value. The method gives a good indication of the areas
with largest variability, but is sensitive to outliers. B Coefficient of determination R2 between the bw
and bw. The method is more robust to outliers but is less suitable in areas where bw trends towards
zero.
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4 Methods: Data

4.1 Model Input

4.1.1 Grid & Topography

Mapping of the broader Kebnekaise area and Storglaciären specifically date back over a hundred
years (Holmlund 1996). Scientific maps of the Tarfala valley have been in existence since the
1950s, and have been updated roughly every ten years through aerially based photogrammetry.
Extensive surveying of the Kebnekaise massif and a series of air photos taken in the summer
of 1980 led to the creation of a highly detailed map of the Tarfala drainage basin as well as of
the Kebnekaise main ridge and west flank, including the adjacent Rabots Glaciär (Holmlund &
Schytt 1987). In an accuracy assessment, Koblet et al. (2010) find the average elevation error
of the 1980 map to be just over 4 m. Jansson & Pettersson (2003a) digitized the map into a
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) covering the entire Kebnekaise massif and Tarfala valley, in a
grid resolution of 15×15 m. In its current application, the DEM is linearly interpolated to a
10×10 m grid resolution for terrain based assessments of shading from surrounding terrain, of
the wind sheltering index and of gravitational snow redistribution. The grid is also the basis
for calculations of precipitation in the terrain adjacent to Storglaciären. The glacier itself was
subject to a 2010 ground based GPS survey, yielding a 10 m grid resolution DEM, with reported
vertical errors below 1 m (Mercer 2016; Bolin Centre For Climate Research 2010). The latter
grid is used as basis on the glacier itself. While some discrepancies exist in the elevations of the
glacier surface between the two grids, they are minor enough as to not hinder the interaction
between model components relying on the wider Tarfala DEM and on the Storglaciären DEM.
Both grids are reoriented from respective versions of the Swedish national grid into the UTM
grid, zone 34 W.
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4.1.2 Climate Variables

Table 1: Overview of data used in this study. Respective sources are referred to in text and credited at the end
of the report. Abbreviations: bw winter balance; bs summer balance; AWS Automatic Weather Station; TRS
Tarfala Research Station; SMHI Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute.

Data Location Type
Temporal
Resolution

Period Source

Input Data
Air Temperature Tarfala AWS observation 1 hour 1995-2020 SMHI

Precipitation Nikkaluokta AWS observation 1 hour 1995-2020 SMHI
Cloud Cover Nikkaluokta AWS observation 1 hour 2004-2020 SMHI
Cloud Cover Riskgränsen AWS observation 1 hour 1992-2003 SMHI

Relative Humidity Tarfala AWS observation 1 hour 1995-2020 SMHI/TRS
SL Air Pressure Nikkaluokta AWS observation 1 hour 1995-2020 SMHI

Wind Speed Tarfala AWS observation 1 hour 1995-2020 SMHI/TRS
Wind Direction Gridcell (31x31km) corrected ERA 5 re-analysis 1 hour 1972-2020 ECMWF

Calibration / Validation data
Mass Balance - bw Storglaciären Probe measurements Seasonnal 1995-2004 TRS

Mass Balance - bw & bs Storglaciären Interpolated Maps Seasonnal 1995-2004 TRS
Surface Elevation Storglaciären Ablation zone Sonic Ranger 30 min 2013-2019 (gaps) TRS
Air Temperature Storglaciären Ablation zone AWS observation 30 min 2013-2019 (gaps) TRS

Precipitation Storglaciären AWS observation 1 day 2015-2020 summers TRS
Relative Humidity Storglaciären Ablation zone AWS observation 30 min 2013-2019 (gaps) TRS

Albedo Storglaciären AWS observation 1 day 2015- 2020 summers TRS

All mass balance models rely on some kind of forcing by climatic variables. Sources for this
data are diverse and often depend on availability (e.g. Van Pelt et al. 2012). Previous work
on Storglaciären has relied on data measured at the glacier surface through the temporary
deployment of an automatic weather station (Reijmer & Hock 2008), on data from permanent
weather stations in the broader region (Evans et al. 2008; Holmlund & Holmlund 2019), and
on climate re-analyses (Radić & Hock 2006). The following paragraphs will discuss the choices
made in data selection for each input variable in further detail. Table 1 gives a summary of all
considered data.

Air Temperature
Although air temperature measurements on the glacier surface itself have been conducted during
field campaigns, these are largely restricted to the summer melt season. More suitable for
the purposes of this study is the air temperature measured at the Tarfala automatic weather
station (AWS), located at 1,143 m a.s.l. on the Tarfala valley bottom, within a few hundred
metres of the Storglaciären terminus. While there are likely to be marginal differences with
conditions on the glacier itself, especially during snow-free conditions in summer, measured
temperatures are thought to be a good indication of temperature on Storglaciären. A constant
lapse rate of -0.007 K m-1 carried over from Reijmer & Hock (2008) is applied to the measured
temperature to correct for elevation. The temporal resolution of the measurements is 1 hour,
and the average temperature of the model time step is taken when the latter is longer than 1
hour. The measurements are carried out as part of the Swedish Hydrological & Meteorological
Institute (SMHI) national network, and the data is obtained through the institute’s database
(Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020c, last visited on 26/02/2021).
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Precipitation
Accurately measuring solid precipitation at automated stations is a well known challenge, and
subject to inaccuracies and frequent underestimations (e.g. Førland & Hanssen-Bauer 2000;
Rasmussen et al. 2012). In addition, the Tarfala region is subject to very large spatial variations
in precipitation, with rain and snowfall generally weakening in the eastern direction, moving
away from the Norwegian sea moisture source under dominant westerly flow conditions (e.g.
Pohjola & Rogers 1997; Holmlund & Schneider 1997). Earlier studies modelling winter mass
balance on Storglaciären have argued for the use of data acquired on the western side of the
massif, close to the Norwegian coast and over 70 km away from Tarfala (Evans et al. 2008). The
basis for this choice is that the snowfall close to the summit of Kebnekaise might have more
in common with the western flank of the massif than with the rain shadow affected eastern
side. Nevertheless, the present study opts for the usage of precipitation data recorded at the
Nikkaluokta weather station (Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020b), about 20
km eastward of the glacier. The Nikkaluokta record is temporally detailed (1 hour resolution)
and complete. In addition, it can be compared with non continuous observations made at the
Tarfala weather station (Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020c) over several
summer to late fall periods during the 1990’s (Fig. 4.1) in order to compute a linear estimation
of the east-west gradient between Nikkaluokta and Tarfala:

Ptarfala = Pnikkaluokta · (1 + 0.0338) (1)

where Ptarfala is the estimated precipitation volume at Tarfala and Pnikkaluokta is the measured
precipitation at Nikkaluokta.

Figure 4.1: Time series of daily precipitation measured at the Nikkaluokta and Tarfala SMHI weather stations.
Periods colored in orange were used to empirically determine the linear gradient between the two locations, shown
in equation 1.

The Tarfala weather station sits about a kilometre from the toe of Storglaciären, and within
the area considered for snow redistribution within the model (section 5). The Tarfala hourly
precipitation estimate Ptarfala is in turn distributed over the digital elevation model while adjust-
ing for orographic amplification and micro-scale variability with an elevation dependent linear
precipitation gradient γP :

Px,y = Ptarfala · [1 +γP (Zx,y−Ztarfala)] (2)

where Px,y is the precipitation at cell x,y on the DEM, Zx,y is that cell’s elevation, and Ztarfala is
the elevation of the Tarfala weather station (1,143 m a.s.l.). γP is an influential model parameter,
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and is used for calibration (section 5.3, e.g. Van Pelt 2010). The usage of linear gradients to
distributed precipitation is fairly widespread in mass balance modelling (e.g. Reijmer & Hock
2008; Van Pelt et al. 2012), but has significant drawbacks in complex terrain (e.g. Roth et al.
2018). Limitations to the approach are discussed further in section 6.4.1.

Wind Speed & Direction
Perhaps even more so than with precipitation, wind speed and direction are extremely difficult
to constrain in mountainous terrain (Mott et al. 2010). The closest continuous observations of
near surface wind speed and direction are acquired at the Tarfala AWS, shown in Figure 4.2A
(Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020b). Although wind speeds increase in
the uphill direction due to orographically forced convergence, the topographical situation of the
AWS seems relatively similar to the majority of the glacier surface, and is thought to represent
wind speeds on the glacier relatively well. As such no spatial corrections of wind speed are made
for model input; and although the usage of a single value is unrealistic and does not capture
local variability in wind speed on the glacier, the snow redistribution model is dependent on
wind velocity only in the crossing of a minimum threshold for wind transport (section 5.1.3).
Wind velocity is further used to estimate snow surface density, which has a lesser impact on
mass balance estimations (Kampenhout et al. 2017). Meanwhile, the prevalent wind direction
from the north west measured at the Tarfala AWS is clearly a down-valley flow (Fig. 4.2), and
seems a rather poor representation of conditions in the west-east oriented Storglaciären valley.
Lewis et al. (2008) offer helpful insights towards the potential behavior of near surface wind fields
around the Kebnekaise massif: flow largely occurs longitudinally to the contours along valley
bottoms, while it crosses ridges at perpendicular angles. This is in line with the observed wind
directions at the AWS, but poses a problem as there are no further continuous wind direction
observations in the area.

Figure 4.2: A Observed hourly wind direction and speed at the Tarfala AWS. Red arrow indicates
down-valley wind direction (330° from north). Orange arrow indicates up-valley wind direction (150°
from north). B ERA 5 hourly re-analysis of wind speed and direction at the 800 hPa pressure level.
Both plots show hourly values for the years 1998 to 2003 included.

An alternative data source is the ERA-5 re-analysis dataset, provided and published by
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and available at the
Copernicus Data Store (Hersbach et al. 2018). This type of data is based on model reruns with
past observations as input, and has been used with success to force previous mass balance models
on Storglaciären (Radić & Hock 2006; Hock et al. 2007b). The data-set is composed of 30×30 km
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grid-cells, hourly time-steps, and the pressure level of 800 hPa represents roughly the elevation
of the Kebnekaise main ridge. The provided east (u) and north (v) components of horizontal
wind are converted to a meteorological direction and shown in Figure 4.2B. The re-analysis data
represents larger scale air flows, and is thus not influenced by small scale topography. This means
that some assumptions need to be made before it is considered representative for the surface
of Storglaciären. Following Lewis et al. (2008), it is assumed that wind directions within the
Storglaciären valley primarily follow the west-east axis of the valley. Wind direction is further
likely to be directed along a similar west-east axis across the summit ridge of Kebnekaise, and
along the west-east direction of the adjacent Rabots Glaciär valley. In order to simulate this,
ERA 5 hourly winds are redirected to 95° clockwise from north if the original direction was given
between 10° and 270°, and redirected to 265° from north if the original direction was between
190° and 330° (Fig.4.3).

Figure 4.3: Wind roses, obtained from ERA 5 re-analysis and from Tarfala AWS, and corrected
reanalysis wind direction data used as model input. All wind rose angles are in degrees, and bins
are based on frequency over the 1998-2003 period. Blue arrows represent wind directions and serve
to illustrate a scenario of assumed effects of Kebnekaise’s topography on the main near surface-scale
wind fields. Location of Tarfala AWS in orange, outline of Storglaciären in red, base map contours are
spaced by 20 metres.

Cloud Cover
The cloud cover, given as the fraction of the sky obscured from view by clouds, is measured
hourly at the Nikkaluokta weather station since 2004 (Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological
Institute 2020b). Prior to 2004, they are obtained from the SMHI weather station in Katterj̊akk
(Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020a). These values are used directly in the
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model, with time step averaging for model runs with time steps longer then one hour (model
time-steps used in this study generally three hours). Errors here occur when the Kebnekaise
massif is enveloped in clouds while skies are more clear on the eastern slope, or when Nikkaluokta
is subject to valley fog, with clear conditions at higher elevations. While the ERA-5 re-analysis
comprises a cloud cover component, its spatial resolution is 31 km and thus seems unlikely
to capture small scale variability missed by employing the Nikkaluokta and Riksgränsen cloud
cover series (Hersbach et al. 2020).

Relative Humidity
Relative humidity is measured as a percentage at the Tarfala AWS, with an hourly resolution
(Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020c). Values are thought to represent con-
ditions on the glacier rather well and are used directly in the model, with time step averaging.

Air Pressure
Air pressure measurements conducted at Nikkaluokta are available as an hourly sea level

pressure record (Swedish Meteorological & Hydrological Institute 2020b). These are time-step
averaged and corrected for grid elevation following SMHI’s provided relation:

P = PSLe
Z−1.2440×10−04 (3)

where PSL is sea level pressure and Z is the grid elevation in meters above sea level.

4.2 Calibration & Validation Data

Stoglaciären is home to the world’s longest continuously running mass balance observation pro-
gram, with records dating back as far as 1946 and upheld by the Tarfala research station and
Stockholm University. The glaciological method measurement strategy for measuring winter
balance has been unchanged throughout the current study period, and consists of an extensive
network of snow depth probings in a 100×100 m grid (Fig.4.4), combined with several snow pits
and / or snow cores to estimate densities for the snow-depth / snow water equivalent (SWE)
conversion (Holmlund & Jansson 1999). The snow depth survey occurs annually and generally
in late April to early May and includes all snow-mass present on the glacier, regardless of sus-
pected origin (Mercer 2018). Coverage of the probing network is near glacier wide, but certain
areas are occasionally omitted due to overhead hazards or crevasses. The accuracy of measured
values is evaluated critically in Jansson et al. (1999) at a precision of 0.1 m w.e. The high spatial
resolution of the probed winter balance measurements is ideal for the purposes of the present
study, as the measurements can be used to calibrate the model output.
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Figure 4.4: Locations of snow depth probing points taken between 1997
and 2003. Base map contours are spaced by 20 metres.

Maps of winter and summer balance, based on interpolated probing and stake measurements,
are further available for wider model validation (Jansson & Pettersson 2007). In addition, sev-
eral shorter intervals of measurements carried out on the glacier surface during field campaigns
are available from the Tarfala research station database, and can be used to evaluate model per-
formance beyond its ability to simulate accumulation (Tarfala Research Station 2020b; Tarfala
Research Station 2020c).
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5 Methods: Model Description

Extensive descriptions of the distributed mass balance model and the energy balance and snow
and firn components (EBFM) are given in Van Pelt (2010), Van Pelt et al. (2012) and Van
Pelt et al. (2019). Nevertheless, this text will give a brief overview of the principal relations
used in these components, highlighting important parameters, approximations used, and/or
adaptations specific to this application of the model. The wind driven snow drift modelling
approach provided by Winstral & Marks (2002) and gravitational snow redistribution suggested
by Gruber (2007) are newly coupled to the mass balance model, and their implementation will
be discussed in greater detail. A first section will describe the relations governing energy and
mass exchange between the different system components, while a second part will clarify the
numerical implementation within the wider model framework.

5.1 Theoretical Description

The climatic mass balance is the net sum of all mass exchange between the ice surface and its
surroundings, it is calculated here for a unit of time and space as:

CMB =
∫

[P +SD+AD+ QLH
Ls,v

−R] (4)

where P is precipitation, SD is mass from wind driven snow drift and AD is avalanche deposits.
SD can be both positive and negative while AD is always positive. The two terms distinguish
equation 4 from earlier CMB computations. QLH

Ls,v
is mass exchange with the atmosphere through

sublimation/riming (Ls) and evaporation/condensation (Lv), and R is runoff that leaves the firn
layer, meaning it is not further available as stored water or for refreezing (Van Pelt 2010).

5.1.1 Distributed Energy Balance Model

The energy balance method follows Van Pelt (2010) and Klok & Oerlemans (2002), and is used
to compute the energy exchange of the surface of any cell with the atmosphere. This yields
surface melt if the surface is at 0°C and there is a surplus of energy. The energy available for
melt follows:

QM = Swin(1−α) +LWin+LWout+QH +QL+QG (5)

where SWin is the short wave radiation at the surface, α is the cell’s broadband albedo, LWin

and LWout are the long wave radiative fluxes, QH and QL are the sensible and latent heat
exchanges respectively, and QG is the subsurface heat flux. Terms are positive when supplying
energy to the surface, and QM = 0 implies that there is no excess energy and surface temperature
is below 0°C.

The incident shortwave radiation is estimated as a function of the current top of the at-
mosphere radiation, the solar zenith angle, and the aspect and slope of the terrain (Oerlemans
& Knap 1998). In addition, a distinction is made between direct and diffuse radiation, incor-
porating shading and terrain reflectance in the estimation of SWin. The surface albedo α is
parameterized for fresh snow, firn, and bare ice following observed values (Jonsell et al. 2003)
(Table 2), and is set to decrease dynamically with time passed since a snowfall event, at a rate
depending surface temperature and on whether surface melt is occurring or not (Van Pelt et al.
2019). Effect of dust and debris cover are not incorporated directly in the model due to their
relative complexity, but are largely captured in the different parameterized albedo values. Long
wave radiative fluxes are determined following Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, with LWin depending
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on air temperature and the emissivity of the sky that in turn varies as a function of cloud cover
and humidity. The formulation of the sky’s emissivity used here is initially given by Konzelmann
et al. (1994), and is tested specifically for Storglaciären in Sedlar & Hock (2009) with satisfying
results. The latter study further proposes optimal parameters for Konzelmann et al.’s relation
on Storglaciären, yielding the description of emissivity ε carried over in this application of the
model:

ε= εcs(1−n1.6) + 0.9552 ·n1.6

with

εcs = 0.23 + 0.4393 · ( ea
Tatm

)1/7
(6)

where n is the cloud covered fraction of the sky, ea is the air vapour pressure, and Tatm is the air
temperature. In turn, the glacier surface is assumed to radiate as a black body and thus LWout

depends only on surface temperature.
The turbulent fluxes at the glacier surface QH and QL are described following Oerlemans

& Grisogono (2002): driven by the air/surface differences in temperature and vapour pressure
respectively. Both are further governed by a katabatic bulk exchange coefficient that is derived
from the air surface temperature difference, thus circumventing the need to evaluate near surface
wind fields. Finally, the ground heat flux QG depends on the temperature gradient and the
effective conductivity of the subsurface. The effective conductivity quantifies all forms of energy
movement through the subsurface, and can be approximated with only density (Sturm et al.
1997). As such, the ground heat flux depends on both the temperature and density gradients
of the subsurface. These properties are highly variable in both time and space, especially for
seasonal snow cover, and are obtained through a coupled snow model.
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Table 2: Overview of parameters used in model. Widely used physical and empirical constants are left out for
lack of space, but are justified and/or sourced in text.

Parameter Symbol Value Unit Location in Text Source

Climatic Parameters

lapse rate γT -0.007 K m-1 section.4.1.2 Reijmer & Hock (2008)
precipitation elevation gradient γP 0.40 % 100m-1 section.4.1.2 calibrated

rain to snow threshold temperature TS/R 274.25 K section.4.1.2 Reijmer & Hock (2008)

Energy Balance Model

fresh snow albedo αfrsnow 0.875 (fraction) section.5.1.1 Jonsell et al. (2003)
firn albedo αfirn 0.60 (fraction) section.5.1.1 Jonsell et al. (2003)

bare ice albedo αice 0.30 (fraction) section.5.1.1 Jonsell et al. (2003)
dry snow albedo decay rate t∗dry 30 days section.5.1.1 Van Pelt et al. (2019)
wet snow albedo decay rate t∗wet 15 days section.5.1.1 Van Pelt et al. (2019)

Snow & Firn Model

snow to firn threshold density ρfirn 400 kg m-3 equation.8 Kampenhout et al. (2017)
density of avalanched snow ρad 500 kg m-3 section.5.1.2 McClung & Schaerer (2006)

Wind Driven Snow Transport Model

max. considered sheltering distance SDmax 750 m equation.9 calibrated
upwind terrain binn width 22.5 ° figure.5.1
min. flow separation angle 7 ° equation.12 Winstral et al. (2002)

micro scale sheltering distance SDmicro 15 m section.5.1.3 min. possible with raster cell size (10m)
min. wind speed for snow transport Tws 5 m s-1 equation.15 McClung & Schaerer (2006)

Gravitational Snow Transport Model

max. event deposit mass Dlim 0.05 m w.e. equation.16 calibrated
max. slope angle for snow retention βlim 35 ° equation.16 Willibald et al. (2020)

min. runout angle αmin 27 ° equation.18 Lied & Bakkehøi (1980)
fixed specific heat capacity of snow cp 2116 J kg-1 K-1 equation.28 Steinkogler et al. (2015)

5.1.2 Snow & Firn Model

The snow and firn cover is an important component of the glacier system. Due to its position as
the interface between the ice and the atmosphere, the nature of the snow and firn cover greatly
affects the surface energy balance, and dictates the pathway of surface meltwater (e.g. Cuffey
& Paterson 2010). The subsurface component of EBFM provides physically based simulations
of these parameters, allowing for accurate calculations of melt, refreezing and ultimate runoff,
but also for the monitoring of snow properties over time. The following paragraphs provide a
short summary of the model component, as the physics and numerical approach are discussed
in detail in Van Pelt (2010), Van Pelt et al. (2012) and Van Pelt et al. (2016).

As mentioned in the previous section, an important role of the subsurface model is to simulate
the ground heat flux so that it can be used in the distributed energy balance model. For this,
the temperature of each considered subsurface layer follows the thermodynamic equation:

ρcp(T )δT
δt

= δ

δz

(
κ(ρ)δT

δz

)
+FLM∆Z (7)

where ρ is the layer density, cp(T ) is the temperature dependent specific heat capacity of ice
(Yen 1981), T is the layer temperature over time t. On the right hand side, the first component
is the change in sensible heat within the subsurface: z is the layer number, and κ(ρ) is the heat
conductivity of the subsurface, which is density depending following an empirical relation given
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in Sturm et al. (1997). The second term on the right hand side is the latent heat produced by
refreezing: F is the refreezing rate and LM is the latent heat of melting.

This refreezing rate F depends on the amount of water percolating downwards from the sur-
face (it is assumed no SW radiation penetrates in the snowpack, so no internal melting occurs).
The amount of refreezing is further restricted by the layer temperature, which cannot exceed the
melting point, and the layer density, which cannot exceed the density of ice. Non refrozen water
is divided between a small amount held in the layer under capillary forces (Schneider & Jansson
2004) and excess water which percolates further downward, until an ice layer is hit upon. In
this case water is held in the pore space as a slush layer. Drainage efficiency of such a slush
layer can be calibrated, and water storage can continue until the slush layer reaches the surface,
in which case additional water leaves the system as surface runoff.

The final essential component, affecting both subsurface temperature and water storage, is
the subsurface density. Density changes over time are given by:

δρ

δt
= F +

K(ρ,T ) if ρ≥ ρfirn
KS(ρ,T,ws) if ρ < ρfirn

(8)

where the refreezing rate F of course contributes to densification. In firn, gravitational packing
K is dependent of initial density and layer temperature, and described in detail in Ligtenberg
et al. (2011). In seasonal snow, KS is compaction through metamorphism, overburden packing,
and densification under the action of wind compaction. The description of KS depends on
initial snow density (ρ), snow layer temperature (T ) and near surface wind speed (ws) and
follows Kampenhout et al. (2017). The reader is referred to that study for further details. Firn
in the model is defined as any snowmass with a density above the threshold ρfirn (Table 2)

As newly deposited snow enters the subsurface model as the uppermost layer, its temperature
is set to that of the glacier surface, computed with the energy balance model and corrected when
necessary with the thermal energy supply generated through avalanching (section 5.1.4; eq.28).
The density of fresh snow is determined through relations given in Kampenhout et al. (2017)
when it is the result from either direct deposition or snow drift. Snow mass added by avalanching
has a set density of 500 kg (section 5.1.4). Mass leaves the subsurface model through melting,
sublimation, and wind erosion. The thickness of the uppermost layer, and subsequent layers if
necessary, is then adjusted accordingly. Layer thickness gradually decreases dynamically in the
model, as a result of the description of compaction.

5.1.3 Wind Driven Snow Transport Model

The influence of wind on the spatial distribution of snow occurs through multiple complex com-
ponents. Several studies have presented modelling approaches aiming at describing components
of this influence. Notably, horizontal and vertical wind fields are modelled with considerable
success over glacierized terrain in Dadic et al. (2010) using a non-hydrostatic regional model.
Although the simulation results are compared with snow depth data, no quantification of trans-
ported volumes are made in the paper. A largely physically based model of snow drift is described
in Liston & Sturm (1998) and Liston et al. (2007), where snow cover properties are coupled to
wind speed and a terrain parameterization based on curvature to simulate snow deposition over
space. Initially developed for gently rolling arctic terrain, the model has been applied repeatedly
in the literature, with satisfactory results notably in the more mountainous topography of the
German alps (Liston et al. 2007; Bernhardt et al. 2010).
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For the purpose of integrating wind driven snow redistribution in a wider glacier mass balance
model, both previously discussed approaches carry the significant downside of being computa-
tionally intensive. Conversely, a more parameterized approach, described in Winstral et al.
(2002) is preferred in this study. The model’s potential application within glaciology has been
noted in Schirmer et al. (2011), and previous studies have made use of the approach to obtain
estimates of accumulation (Van Pelt et al. 2014; McGrath et al. 2018). Reasoning that snow
transport by wind follows a continuity principle and arguing that terrain is the main driver of
redistribution patterns, the authors propose a modelling approach that entirely relies on topo-
graphic analysis. From this analysis, the strategy consists of quantifying the degree of likeliness
that a wind speed deceleration occurs in a certain area, and that this deceleration leads to eddy
formation and snow deposition. The model’s precipitation input is then scaled following this
likelihood of deposition parameter rather than solely elevation. Although the model predates
the concept of preferential deposition, it can be argued that the terrain based approach includes
orographic forcing on snow precipitation.

The modelling approach described in Winstral et al. (2002) and implemented in Matlab by
Rickard Petterson (personal communication 2019, Van Pelt et al. 2014) initially determines a
sheltering factor for each cell of a Digital Elevation Model. This sheltering factor is specific
to a prevailing wind direction, and is computed in this application for sixteen wind directions
at 22.5° intervals. For each direction and each cell, a ”slice” of 30° wide is considered through
seven vectors spaced by 5° and of a length SDmax, the maximum distance at which terrain
would affect snow deposition (Fig. 5.1) In this study, SDmax is used as a calibration parameter
and varied between 100 m and 1000 m.

Figure 5.1: from Winstral et al. (2002). Zone of consideration when
searching for sheltering parameter Sx for each cell and each prevailing
wind direction. SDmax is the maximum search distance, and can be used
for calibration. Angle between A1 and A2 vectors is 30°.
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Figure 5.2: based on Winstral et al. (2002). Along each considered wind direction vector, the Sx for
each cell corresponds to the maximum angle to upwind terrain within the search distance SDmax. In this
example, SDmax = 200 m and the direction of the considered wind vector direction v is west (270°).

For any upwind vector v and for any cell (xi,yi) with an elevation Z, the maximum angle
Sx to an upwind cell (xv,yv) along v within the search distance Dmax is determined following
Winstral et al. (2002):

Sx(xi,yi) = max
[
tan

(
Z(xv,yv)−Z(xi,yi)√
(xv−xi)2 + (yv−yi)2

)]
(9)

A higher Sx indicates the upwind presence of nearby and prominent relief, conditions fa-
vorable for deposition. Meanwhile, negative Sx values point to lower elevations upwind of the
considered cell, indicating the location is likely subject to snow erosion (Fig. 5.2). Since multiple
vectors are considered for each ”slice” around a prevailing wind direction, equation 9 will yield
several Sx values for each cell. The average sheltering index Sx between the vectors A1 and A2
at the edges of the ”slice”, and with a number nv of increment vectors, follows:

Sx(xi,yi) = 1
nv

A2∑
A1

SxA(xi,yi) (10)

The obtained index Sx is re-scaled to a [0,1] interval and used as a parameter in the spatial
distribution of the precipitation input in the snow model.
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As in Winstral et al. (2002), the sheltering index is complemented by the delimitation of drift
zones in the lee of slope breaks, sudden changes in slope angle that indicate a ridge perpendicular
to the slope direction at which flow separation is likely to occur. Slope breaks are identified by
computing an independent sheltering indices for nearby and faraway terrain. Separation between
these two components is set at 75 metres beyond the maximum sheltering distance. The inner
zone is then defined between 0 and SDmax+75 m upwind from the cell of interest (xi,yi) while
the outer zone is defined as ranging between SDmax + 75 m and SDmax + 1000 m. If for the
cell of interest the independent sheltering indices for the inner zone and each incremental vector
are Sinner, A and for the outer zone are Souter, A (as calculated with equation 9), the average
slope break index Sb follows Winstral et al. (2002):

Sb(xi,yi) = 1
nv

A2∑
A1

[SinnerA(xi,yi)−SouterA(xi,yi)] (11)

The Sb parameter can be used in combination with SouterA to define the boundaries of a drift zone
in which snow deposition will occur. Building on previous field studies and model validation,
Winstral et al. (2002) here propose that the minimum average separation angle at the ridge (Sb)
should be larger than 7°. In addition, the exposure of the terrain upwind of the slope break
needs (SouterA) to be below 5°. These parameters are followed in the current application, and
the drift zone selection parameter thus follows:

DD(xi,yi) =

1 if Sb(xi,yi)> 7◦ & SouterA(xi,yi)< 5◦

0 otherwise
(12)

In Winstral et al. (2002), areas affected by wind sheltering are restricted in space by multi-
plying the sheltering index Sx with DD. This simulates primarily large scale snow drift effects,
as represented by the maximum sheltering distances above 100 metres. These effects have been
deemed important on Storglaciären, but much smaller scale effects of drifting snow have been ex-
plicitly linked to the irregular accumulation pattern (Jansson & Pettersson 2007). Aided by the
availability of high resolution topographical information, this study considers a second sheltering
index focusing on snow drift at resolutions between 10 and 20 metres. This second sheltering
index, SxMICRO is computed following equations 9 and 10. The maximum sheltering distance
here is set to 15 metres, as to consider only the elevation difference with the adjacent cells. This
type of small scale snow drifting can occur in different settings, such as cross slope where it is
not necessarily linked to a ridge or sudden change in terrain angle (McClung & Schaerer 2006).
Because of this, the slope break parameters are left out of consideration for the micro scale
wind redistribution index. Since SxMICRO is not restricted to sheltered areas, negative values
can occur, and SxMICRO is re-scaled to a [-1,0] interval when negative and a [0,1] interval when
positive. Simulating erosion with the sheltering index approach is untested, but the spatial pat-
tern generated seems plausible (Fig. 5.3). The tolerance of negative values can lead to the total
deposited mass differing from the total precipitation, but this also reflects reality rather well as
snow could be removed entirely from the glacier surface, just as the large scale Sx allows for
transport form the surroundings onto the glacier surface. It should be noted here that the snow
& firn model component undergoes a slight modification to constrain erosion: the mass change
resulting from negative wind driven accumulation is valid only if the surface density in below
500 kg m-1, in order to prevent unrealistic situations where ice, firn and avalanche deposits are
removed from the surface by wind.
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A third parameter Ps preserves the elevation driven spatial precipitation variability. Ps is
the [0,1] re-scaled precipitation at any cell:

Ps(xi,yi) = P (xi,yi)−
min(P )

max(P )−min(P ) (13)

The three obtained parameters of spatial variability in snow deposition are now the ”original”
spatial variability in precipitation Ps, the micro scale wind redistribution parameter SxMICRO,
and the large scale wind redistribution parameter bound spatially to slope breaks Sx×DD.
These three parameters, all varying between 0 and 1, are summed into an accumulation factor
Af (Fig. 5.3):

Af = Ps+SxMICRO +SxDD (14)

On days where the temperature is below freezing and the wind speed (ws) is above a threshold
Tws set to 5 m s-1 (McClung & Schaerer 2006), the wind redistributed snowfall Pwd is:

Pwd(xi,yi) =

Af ·
∑Pzmax
Pzmin

[Pz(xi,yi)] if ws > Tws

Pz(xi,yi) otherwise
(15)

It should be noted here that the threshold wind speed is applied to a single wind speed value
measured at the Tarfala AWS. Such a measure is far from representative from wind speeds on
Storglaciären, which generally undergoes local thermally driven wind fields (Eriksson 2014). Per-
haps more crucially, it is unlikely to be representative of the wind speed at the ridges surrounding
Storglaciären, where erosion would happen. The same problem applies to the consideration of
wind direction, which is discussed extensively in section 4.1.2. These issues reflect a wider
problem with the Winstral et al. (2002) approach, and with modelling wind driven snow trans-
port in general, as even more extensive modelling routines continue to grapple with accurately
describing near surface wind fields in complex terrain (e.g. Dadic et al. 2010).

The difference between wind redistributed snowfall and the original elevation corrected snow-
fall is the net contribution from snow drift. Wind transported snow has generally high densities,
as crystals get broken up during collisions with each other and the surface, decreasing the grain
specific surface area and thus reducing pore space once the snow is deposited (e.g. Sato et al.
2008). In the EBFM snow model, this process is included in the description of fresh snow density
as a function of wind speed and temperature, as given by Kampenhout et al. (2017). The same
description is simply applied to the wind drifted snow.
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Figure 5.3: Accumulation Factor Af for SDmax = 330 metres, shown for the four cardinal wind
directions. A positive accumulation factor indicates and area prone to accumulation under the wind
direction, while a negative accumulation factor indicates an area prone to erosion. Blue contour
indicates the edges of the zones in the lee of major slope breaks. Accumulation within these zones is
driven by larger scale wind effects, while accumulation and erosion outside of them is linked to micro
scale snow drift. A sheltering from northerly wind; B sheltering from easterly wind; C sheltering
from southerly wind; D sheltering from westerly wind. Underlying topography is the Storglaciären
catchment basin, with a contour interval of 20 metres.

5.1.4 Gravitational Snow Transport Model

Although avalanches are regularly cited as a non-negligible component of accumulation (e.g.
Benn & Lehmkuhl 2000), and the share of mass gain resulting from gravitational transport
has been quantified notably for high mountain glaciers in Laha et al. (2017) and on very small
cirque glaciers in Mott et al. (2019). Recent and seemingly ongoing work in Turchaninova et al.
(2019) and in Lazarev et al. (2018) aims at quantifying these contributions for a set of glaciers in
the Caucasus mountains. The approach considers terrain parameters to estimate potential re-
turn periods, and utilizes the well established RAMMS modelization of Voellmy-SAM avalanche
flow (Christen et al. 2010) to simulate run-out areas and seasonal deposit volumes. However,
applying the strategy at higher temporal resolutions, a necessity when the aim is to couple grav-
itational transport to a mass balance model, would be numerically intensive. A perhaps simpler
parameterization method is proposed by Gruber (2007), where the complexity of modelling the
dynamics of specific avalanches is circumvented by rather considering continuous snow redistri-
bution. While the strategy fails to capture specific avalanching events and the flow dynamics and
kinetic energy that go with it, it redistributes new snow according to maximum volume thresh-
olds that depend on topography. Especially sloughing, the shedding of snow in steep terrain
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during or shortly after snowfall (Sommer et al. 2015), is represented quite accurately with this
method. A very similar method is utilised in non-glacierized terrain coupled to a snow cover
model in Bernhardt & Schulz (2010), where the incorporation of gravitational redistribution
strongly improves the model’s ability to reproduce spatial snow distribution patterns.

The angle of repose of snow grains depends on several components, including the snow
liquid water content and grain type, as well as the roughness and temperature of the surface
it is deposited on (e.g. Willibald et al. 2020). Nevertheless, the net amount of deposited snow
retained by a steep mountain side remains principally driven by the slope angle (Sommer et al.
2015). Following Gruber (2007), the maximum amount of snow Dmax that can be retained by
any cell follows a linear relationship driven by the slope angle β:

Dmax =

(1− β
βlim

) ·Dlim if β < βlim

0 if β ≥ βlim
(16)

Here, Dlim is the maximum amount of snow that is retained by a flat surface. βlim is the steepest
slope that retains any snow. The angle of repose of dry snow grains varies between 20° and 45°
with grain type and temperature, and evolves further with metamorphism in the snowpack (Abe
2004; Willibald et al. 2020). This complexity is increased further in the consideration of complex
topography with non-uniform slope angles and variable temperature, humidity and wind speeds
(Sommer et al. 2015). The diversity in snow retainment is illustrated by examples of vertical faces
holding rime, while slopes below 20° can produce glide snow avalanches (McClung & Schaerer
2006). Nevertheless, observations show that snow mass deposited in terrain above a certain
steepness is likely to undergo gravitational transport rather than melt in place. Here, βlim is
an estimation of this steepness, and can be calibrated as a model parameter. Dmax governs
the maximum deposit thickness that can be attained before the inflow of snow is transferred to
surrounding cells. Dmax varies between Dlim at β = 0 and zero at β = βlim. Dlim also regulates
the avalanche extent: a lower maximum deposition at low slope angles will result in spread out
and shallow deposits (Fig. 5.4).

Figure 5.4: from Gruber (2007) Effect of deposition limit
Dlim on deposit thickness and spatial spread.

The Gruber (2007) routine does not include any limitation other than a zero slope on the
maximum distance the deposit can reach. This has little consequences on the description of
relatively simple two part terrain forms that consist of a steep headwall and a flat runout area.
However, it can lead to erroneous gravitational transport on terrain that has slope angles above
0° but well below βlim on time-steps of high snowfall, where the precipitation exceeds Dmax.
The maximum runout distance reached by deposits of snow avalanches is the moving mass, snow
conditions, and a vast array of terrain characteristics (e.g. Christen et al. 2010). Nevertheless,
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the transient nature of snow conditions means that estimations of the maximum ”reach” of an
avalanche based on terrain only is a common necessity in snow hazard assessment. Lied &
Bakkehøi (1980) propose an empirical relation between a set of terrain based parameters and
the smallest runout angle αmin between the horizontal plane and the avalanche starting zone.
The furthest distance reached by avalanching snow then corresponds to αmin, meaning that any
point x along the avalanche path with an angle to the starting zone αx > αmin falls within the
deposition zone, while any point with αx < αmin will not be reached by avalanching snow (Fig.
5.5). Lied & Bakkehøi (1980) derive the αmin from observations on a set of avalanche paths in
Norway, finding 99.8% of avalanches to stay within an α angle of 18°, while 75% of avalanches
stay within α = 27°. These statistical estimations of runout distances are widely used in terrain
based snow hazard mapping (Larsen et al. 2020) and can be utilized along the gravitational
transport model to confine the mass deposition in space.

Figure 5.5: Based on Lied & Bakkehøi (1980). Delimitation of terrain subject to be
reached by avalanche deposits.

For each gridcell, ”slices” of 30° are considered in each cardinal direction, in an approach that
is identical to the sheltering index estimation in section 5.1.3. α is estimated by using equation
9, indicating the angle to the highest point of the topography in each direction. A maximum
scanning distance of 1000 m is used to ensure all terrain is considered without including topog-
raphy outside the catchment. For each grid-cell, the highest α of the four considered directions
is retained:

α(x,y) = max(αN (x,y), αE(x,y), αS(x,y), αW (x,y)) (17)

Dmax is then adjusted following a comparison between α and αmin (Fig. 5.6). Since primarily
small avalanches and frequent snow sloughs are considered, αmin is set to 27°.

Dmax =

(1− β
βlim

) ·Dlim if β < βlim & α > αmin

0 if β ≥ βlim & α≤ αmin
(18)
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Figure 5.6: A α angle to highest surrounding terrain. Red contour indicates α = 30°,
the maximum reach of approximately 75% of avalanches. B Maximum deposit thickness
Dmax. Dmax is zero where the terrain is steeper than βlim and when α is below αmin.
Underlying topography is the Storglaciären catchment basin, 20 m contours.

If for any cell the amount of mobile mass M constitutes of the snow mass in the cell and any
additional precipitation I:

M =Minitial+ I (19)

The deposition in a cell is equal to either the amount of mobile mass M it contains, or to its
maximum snow holding capacity Dmax if the latter is exceeded by M .

D =

M if M <Dmax

Dmax if M ≥Dmax

(20)

The excess of mass is then available for avalanching and gets redistributed to surrounding cells:

Fn = (M −D) ·fn (21)

Where Fn is the amount of mass going to a neighbouring cell n, while fn is the fraction of the
available mass that is allocated to the neighbouring cell n, which depends on terrain parameters.
As in Gruber (2007), the lateral transfers between any cell and its four cardinal neighbours are
considered. The share of material that is transferred to each cell depends on the aspect of the
slope that contains the cells (Fig. 5.7). In the fall line, the length of the opening Ln toward the
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four cardinal surrounding cells then follows, where α is the aspect angle and Cs is the individual
cell width:

L1 = cos(α) ·Cs
L2 =−sin(α) ·Cs
L3 = sin(α) ·Cs
L4 =−cos(α) ·Cs

(22)

As only uphill flow should be considered, a conditional parameter is established using ∆z the
elevation difference to neighbouring cells:

Ho=

1 if ∆z > 0
0 if ∆z ≤ 0

(23)

The condition is used to correct the flow width Ln so that no uphill flow can occur:

CLn =Ho ·∆z ·Ln (24)

As in Gruber (2007), the obtained parameter is normalized in order to obtain the fragmentation
of the transferred mass over the four cardinal surrounding cells (Fig. 5.7):

fn = CLn
CL1 +CL2 +CL3 +CL4

(25)

Figure 5.7: Fraction of mass (fn) transported to surrounding cells in cardinal directions. A south-
ward transport fraction; B westward transport fraction; C eastward transport fraction; D northward
transport fraction. Underlying topography is the Storglaciären catchment basin, 20 m contours.

The fractions of mass transfer fn in the four cardinal directions are converted to four mass
transfer volumes FnN , FnW , FnE and FnS following equation 21, allowing for the adjustment
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of the mass M present in each of the four cardinal surrounding cells:

M(x,y−1) =M(x,y−1) +FnN(x,y)
M(x−1,y) =M(x−1,y) +FnW (x,y)
M(x+ 1,y) =M(x+ 1,y) +FnE(x,y)
M(x,y+ 1) =M(x,y+ 1) +FnS(x,y)

(26)

Within a time-step, all cells are treated in order of maximum to minimum elevation, to ensure
each cell has received all mass before transfer away from it is considered. Finally, the coupling
of gravitational mass transport to mass balance requires a time step specific output of newly
deposited mass onto the glacier surface. The precipitation is subtracted from the deposition
value to prevent it being counted double:

δDt(x,y) =Dt(x,y)− It(x,y) (27)

Mass deposited by avalanches enters the snow model routine with specific characteristics.
From a series of lab experiments, Maeno et al. (1987) describe the density of dry snow avalanche
deposits to vary between 450 kg m-3 and 600 kg m-3. The estimate varies with the avalanche’s
flow rate and density, as well the snow’s initial water content (McClung & Schaerer 2006). Here
the initial density of avalanched mass is set to 500 kg m-3.

Avalanches deposits have a different surface roughness than snow cover resulting from precip-
itation, and thus carry different radiative properties. However, the reflectance of solar radiation
by avalanche deposits depends on the illumination angle, meaning that the broadband albedo
is not straightforward to estimate (Bühler et al. 2009; Treichler et al. 2009). In addition, debris
from large avalanches can contain high percentages of impurities, which significantly reduces the
broadband albedo (Scally 1992). The phenomenon is very event dependent and thus difficult to
constrain; as the strategy employed in this model rather considers small and frequent avalanches
and sloughs, no distinction is made between avalanche deposits and precipitated snow cover in
the consideration of the albedo.

Finally, the temperature of avalanche deposits is governed by the average snow temperature
of the initially released layers, the temperature of entrained snow, latent heat fluxes driven by
phase changes and kinetic energy dissipation from shearing within the avalanche (Vera Valero
et al. 2015). Temperature increases driven by kinetic energy dissipation can warm the deposit by
several degrees relative to surrounding snow, meaning they should be taken into consideration
when calculating the surface energy balance and snow conditions. A relatively simple approach
is proposed by Steinkogler et al. (2015): latent heat dissipation is left out of consideration under
the assumption that the snow remains entirely dry throughout transport, and all potential energy
is assumed to be transformed to heat. The friction driven temperature increase then follows:

∆Tfriction = m ·g ·∆H
m · cp

(28)

where the mass of the moving mass m cancels out, the gravitational acceleration constant
g = 9.8 m s−1, the specific heat capacity of snow cp = 2116 J kg−1 K−1 and ∆H is the elevation
difference between the onset of movement and the deposition location. As a large share of the
deposited mass during an avalanche does not come from the initial release zone but has been
entrained along the path and thus would have undergone a shorter vertical drop, Steinkogler
et al. (2015) propose a formulation of ∆H that assumes entrainment occurs evenly along the
avalanche path:

∆H = ∆hr · (mr + 0.5me)
mr +me

(29)
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∆hr is the elevation difference to the initial release zone. The value is computed for each gridcell
to estimate the maximum angle to surrounding start zones (Fig. 5.5; eq.17), and can thus be
re-employed here. Within the Gruber (2007) model, the initially released mass mr is assumed
to be equal to the incoming precipitation of the deposit cell. This is a simplification as it
assumes constant precipitation across the grid (negating wind and elevation driven precipitation
increases) and introduces slight error in the rare event that the initial release occurs in a cell
where Dmax > 0 and reaches its threshold at the deposition producing time step. The entrained
mass me is the difference between the deposited mass and the initially released mass. The
assumption that entrainment occurs evenly along the path is again a slight simplification here,
as it fails to account for precipitation variability and reduced entrainment in the deposition
zone. The resulting temperature change ∆T is added to the original surface temperature of the
gridcell in which deposition occurs, under an additional assumption that surface temperature is
constant across the entire avalanche path.

5.2 Numerical Approach

An important component of energy balance modelling is the inclusion of discrete time-steps
with a high temporal resolution, allowing for the accurate consideration of transient climatic
conditions (e.g. Hock & Holmgren 2005). Since the deposition of new snow affects both the
mass balance and the energy balance, a coupled model needs to account for mass transport
processes at a temporal resolution similar to the time-steps of the mass balance model and at
every grid cell for which the energy balance is computed. As discussed previously, an advantage
of the terrain based modelling approach is that spatially distributed considerations are inherent,
and computations are simple enough to be applied even at high resolution time steps. An
initialisation process computes the different sheltering indices for the set of wind directions
outlined in section 5.1.3 as well as the maximum deposition depth (Dmax) shown in Figure
5.6. At each time step, climatic variable inputs are extracted from the record, and wind and
gravitational snow transport are computed for both Storglaciären and the terrain in its vicinity.
The surface energy balance is computed for just the cells within the glacier outline, with an
iterative approach yielding surface temperature and/or energy available for melt (Van Pelt 2010).
The newly computed mass input and energy balance are used in the snow model, with newly
deposited snow, surface melt or erosion respectively entering or departing the uppermost layers,
with subsequent adjustments of density, temperature and water content of deeper considered
layers (Van Pelt 2010; Van Pelt et al. 2012). Finally, the net sum of added and subtracted mass
yields the mass balance of the time step. Variables of interest are recorded in each iteration and
indexed over time and space for later access and visualisation.
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Figure 5.8: Flowchart of the principal model components in ST-EBFM and their sequence of operations.

Figure 5.8 shows a broad outline of the model components and order of computation. Every
grid-cell is considered at each time step. Wind and gravitationally driven mass redistribution are
computed for the Tarfala wide DEM, while the energy balance, snow model and mass balance
calculations are made only for the area within the glacier outline. More in depth descriptions
are given in the sections outlining model physics, and/or available in the studies accompanying
earlier applications of the various model components. The full routine of wind and gravitational
redistribution models coupled to EBFM are further referred to as Snow Transport - Energy
Balance Firn Model (ST-EBFM) for convenience.

5.3 Parameter Sensitivity & Model Calibration

The accuracy of any model attempting to simulate a natural system is limited by the assumed
conditions at its boundaries, its spatial and temporal resolution, and the validity of the assump-
tions and simplifications it makes. Energy balance modelling takes a rigorous approach towards
describing the processes that drive melting on an physical basis, and the coupled snow model
ensures the glacier surface and subsurface are described in detail. The detailed descriptions
increase complexity and by extend the number of involved parameters, with some remaining
rather poorly constrained. While this introduces some uncertainty, it also offers an opportunity
for model calibration: a range of credible values of the uncertain parameters can be used to
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”tune” the model to ensure it produces an output that closely resembles reality. The used com-
bination of parameters will then still reflect their ”true” values quite closely, but also compensate
for other sources of error produced for example by imprecise input data.

Despite the opportunities that it offers, calibrating a model remains complex, and as the
number of poorly constrained parameters increases, so does the difficulty of pinpointing their
individual effects and interactions. The modelling approaches for simulating mass supplied to
the glacier by snow drift (Winstral et al. 2002) and gravitational transport (Gruber 2007) were
selected for their relative simplicity, which allows their coupling to the mass balance model at
each time-step. This simplicity leads to a strong dependency on parameters whose values are
derived empirically in the original publications, and thus need to be re-assessed in the respective
model’s application to Storglaciären. In order to ensure a congruous calibration process, it seems
preferable to select the parameters having the largest impact on mass supply to the glacier
for calibration purposes through parameter sensitivity experiments. The calibration process
will then correct the smaller impact of potential error in the remaining poorly constrained
parameters.

In a previous application of EBFM, Van Pelt (2010) determines that the principal parameters
affecting mass accumulation are the vertical precipitation gradient γP , the increase in precip-
itation with elevation; and the threshold temperature at which snow transforms to rain TS/R,
the air temperature at which the model considers precipitation as 50% solid and 50% liquid. In
their calibrated firn and energy balance model of Storglaciären, Reijmer & Hock (2008) present
a vertical precipitation gradient of +19% per 100 m of elevation gain. The value cannot simply
be re-conducted here, because the present report uses precipitation data from a weather station
further away from the glacier, and models winter accumulation while Reijmer & Hock (2008)
investigate solely the melt season. Nevertheless, γP= 20%/100m is used as a starting value,
and parameter sensitivity experiments are conducted with perturbations of ±10%. Reijmer &
Hock (2008) further use a rain/snow transition temperature of 274.25 K, which is subjected to
perturbations of ±0.5 K.

In the Winstral et al. (2002) snow drift model, the principal parameter is the maximally
considered sheltering distance SDmax, which describes the range of upwind terrain that can
affect wind speed slowdown at the cell of deposition. Other distances employed in the model,
such as the range of terrain scanned for slope breaks, is determined depending on SDmax. In
Winstral et al. (2002), authors investigate SDmax values between 50 and 1000 metres, with the
best results for a 100 metre distance. This report will consider a similar range, and parameter
sensitivity will be investigated with perturbations of ±100 metres around an initial 200 metres
value. In addition, the amount of initial snowfall that is redistributed has an impact on the
snow drift mass output, and depends on the vertical precipitation gradient γP and the threshold
temperature TS/R. The previously reported values and perturbations are re-conducted in the
snow drift model.

The Gruber (2007) gravitational mass redistribution model relies on a set of parameters to
quantify the interaction between snow cover and the underlying terrain. While section 5.1.4
offers a more in depth description of the parameters, βlim describes the maximum slope angle
that would see snow melt in place and Dlim describes the maximum deposit thickness on flat
terrain. A minimum runout angle parameter αmin is added to restrict avalanche deposits to
areas within realistic range of avalanche producing slopes. Gruber (2007) finds an ideal value
in βlim=39°, which is re-conducted here with perturbations of ±5°. Dlim values in Gruber
(2007) cannot be used here, as the study considers single events rather than the continuous
mass redistribution presented in this report. An initial value of Dlim=0.05 m w.e. is considered,
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with perturbations of ±0.04 m w.e. The runout angle αmin is well described in the literature,
but varies on very local scales with snow conditions and the micro-topography of the avalanche
path. Lied & Bakkehøi (1980) determine that 75% of avalanches remain within an α of 27°.
As principally small and frequent avalanches are modelled, the initial αmin is set to 30°, with
perturbations of ±3° considered in the parameter sensitivity experiments. Finally, the amount
of gravitational transport depends on snow mass input through precipitation and wind driven
snow drift, and the previously described ranges of γP , TS/R and SDmax are tested.

The response of snow drifted and gravitationally distributed mass to relevant parameters
are considered individually, and a principal driver is identified in each case. The identified
parameters are then included along with γP and TS/R in the sensitivity consideration of the
overall winter balance. In each experiment, the winter balance is averaged over the 2005-2007
winter seasons (each ranging from September 15th to May 15th of the following year). Each
perturbation is compared individually to a baseline run with all parameters set to their starting
value. Average differences are reported in Table 5.

Controlling parameters identified in the parameter sensitivity experiments are used to cal-
ibrate the model towards a close simulation of reality. The output of different combinations
of parameter values is compared with the probing winter balance measurements over the 1998
to 2003 winter seasons, with the exception of the 1999-2000 winter season. The parameter
values producing the most accurate output are retained as the calibrated model parameters.
This accuracy is evaluated using the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the coefficient of
determination (R2) between the modelled winter balance at the stakes and the measured winter
balance at the stakes. To ensure each individual parameter is tuned towards an accurate value,
the calibration process follows the path of snow through the system: precipitation parameters
are tuned first, then wind drift, and finally gravitational transport. As much as possible, this
avoids ”double corrections”.

5.4 Model Validation

The ability of the calibrated model to simulate winter balance accurately is evaluated by com-
paring its output to the interpolated winter balance maps over the 2005-2010 period, with the
exception of 2009 (lack of reliable validation data). Satisfactory results should yield similar mea-
sures of model accuracy as the calibration period. The spatially distributed error is investigated
for three consecutive winter seasons (2006-2008), allowing for the identification of potential error
sources. In addition, surface elevation change is compared with sonic ranger data as independent
validation. A comparison is also made between modelled climatic mass balance on September
15th and the interpolated net mass balance maps, in order to verify the model’s ability to model
net specific mass balance.

5.5 Model Experiments

Following the calibration and validation results, the 1998-1999 winter is selected for the high
model performance during that time. ST-EBFM and EBFM model runs from September 15th

1998 to May 15th 1999 are conducted, with 3 hour temporal resolution and with a maximum
first subsurface layer depth of 0.1 m. (Over 50 layers, with maximum depth doubling every 5
layers). The optimally calibrated parameters are used (Table 6). No spin-up run is conducted
previously in order to avoid contributions from internal accumulation. A comparison of the
relative processes is made for the 1998-1999 winter in order to determine the relative importance
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of direct snowfall, of wind driven snow transport, and of avalanching. The spatial variability
of each process is investigated, along with the timing of contributions, and possible effects on
subsurface properties. A second experiment compares the ability of ST-EBFM and EBFM to
simulate yearly bw over the 1999-2019 period. Both models are run for probing point locations
from September 15th 1998 to May 15th 2019 with 3 hour temporal resolution and 0.2 m maximum
first subsurface layer thickness. Since several years are modelled, a six year spin-up run is
conducted using the September 1995 - September 1998 input data twice, to ensure that firn
pack thickness and modelled subsurface conditions are similar throughout the modelled period.
Resulting simulations are compared to measured surface winter balance through the glacier wide
average (Tarfala Research Station 2020a) the asses the year to year variability in both winter
balance and ST-EBFM performance, relative to observed values and to EBFM.
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6 Results & Discussion

6.1 Model Sensitivity & Calibration

6.1.1 Parameter Sensitivity

Evaluating the model’s response sensitivity to perturbations in the various input parameters is
the first step in the calibration process, as it allows the identification of controlling parameters
that will be effective tuning tools. In addition, the outcomes of the sensitivity experiments
presented in the next paragraphs offer insights into the relative importance of the various phys-
ical processes described by their respective parameters, and can thus contribute towards an
understanding of Storglaciären’s accumulation components.

Table 3 shows the response of wind transported mass to perturbations in the precipitation
gradient (γP ), the maximum sheltering distance (SDmax), and the rain/snow transition tem-
perature (TS/R). SDmax determines the areal extend of the glacier surface that receives wind
transported mass, and thus drives the largest response. Increased precipitation allows for in-
creased wind transport, and the resulting mass deposition increases significantly along with it.
Meanwhile, the response to variations in TS/R is negligible: winter temperatures on Storglaciären
are well below the threshold during most of the accumulation season, and thus the effect of the
parameter on wind driven snow transport is very limited.

Table 3: Overview of snow drift parameter sensitivity experiment. Average
response of wind transported mass to perturbations of the vertical precipitation
gradient (γP ), the rain/snow transition temperature (TS/R) and the maximum
sheltering distance (SDmax). Response values are averages of accumulation
seasons.

Parameter Starting Value Perturbation ∆ Snow Drift (mm w.e.)

γP (% 100 m-1)
20

(Reijmer & Hock 2008)
+5 2.04
-5 -2.12

TS/R (K)
274.25

(Reijmer & Hock 2008)
+0.5 -0.000214
-0.5 -0.13

SDmax (m)
200

(Winstral et al. 2002)
+100 5.01
-100 -5.58

The gravitational transport model relies on an extensive set of poorly constrained and case
dependent parameters (Table 4). The response of gravitationally transported mass to TS/R
is negligible, while SDmax does have a meaningful impact: when a wider area is subject to
wind driven mass deposition, more mass is available for gravitational transport. γP has a
strong impact on transported mass: as with wind driven transport, increases in precipitation
are concentrated through gravitational mass transport and the mass response to γP can be
enhanced locally. A decreased minimum runout angle (αmin), lengthening the maximum reach
of deposits, generally increases mass deposition. A relatively similar response is driven by the
maximum slope angle retaining any mass (βlim). In turn, a lower βlim leads to more gravitational
transport along the slopes surrounding the glacier and more mass deposited on the flat glacier.
Finally, lowering Dlim leads to shallower and more widespread deposits, yielding low mass values.
Meanwhile, increasing the maximum deposit thickness drives a considerable increase in average
deposited mass.
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Table 4: Overview of gravitational deposition parameter sensitivity experi-
ment. Perturbations of the vertical precipitation gradient (γP ), the rain/snow
transition temperature (TS/R), the maximum sheltering distance (SDmax), the
maximum slope angle holding snow (βlim), the mass deposition limit (Dmax)
and the minimum runout angle (αmin). Response values are averages of accu-
mulation seasons.

Parameter Starting Value Perturbation ∆ Grav. Dep. (mm w.e.)

γP (% 100 m-1)
20

(Reijmer & Hock 2008)
+5 6.992
-5 -8.93

TS/R (K)
274.25

(Reijmer & Hock 2008)
+0.5 -0.96
-0.5 -0.88

SDmax (m)
200

(Winstral et al. 2002)
+100 1.04
-100 -1.49

Dlim (m w.e.) 0.05
+0.04 6.77
-0.04 -36.1

βlim (°)
35

(Gruber 2007)
+5 -9.20
-5 5.67

αmin (°)
30

(Lied & Bakkehøi 1980)
+3 -5.63
-3 3.46

The previous paragraphs identify SDmax to have a determining role in the volume of wind
transported mass. Besides the precipitation gradient, the Dlim parameter seems to be most
effective at affecting the amount of gravitational transport, potentially making it a powerful
tool for model calibration. Table 5 shows the response of the overall winter balance to these
two parameters, along with the parameters traditionally used for accumulation calibration: γP
and TS/R (Van Pelt 2010; Reijmer & Hock 2008). γP clearly retains a critical impact on
winter balance. The impact of TS/R remains very low, confirming that winter temperatures on
Storglaciären generally fall well below the rain to snow threshold.

Table 5: Overview of winter mass balance parameter sensitivity experiment.
Average response of winter balance to perturbations of the vertical precipita-
tion gradient (γP ), the rain/snow transition temperature (TS/R), the maximum
sheltering distance for snow drift (SDmax) and the gravitational mass deposi-
tion limit (Dmax). Response values are averages of winter balances.

Parameter Starting Value Perturbation ∆bw (mm w.e.)

γP (% 100 m-1)
20

(Reijmer & Hock 2008)
+5 42.30
-5 -42.40

TS/R (K)
274.25

(Reijmer & Hock 2008)
+0.5 0.819
-0.5 -1.36

SDmax (m)
200

(Winstral et al. 2002)
+100 6.22
-100 -7.15

Dlim (m w.e.) 0.05
+0.04 6.82
-0.04 -36.10

With the negligible response of winter balance to TS/R, the three obvious remaining calibra-
tion parameters are:
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1. γP , which clearly has a dominant impact on direct accumulation but also on wind and
gravitationally transported mass;

2. SDmax, which determines the spatial and volumetric extent of wind deposition, and affects
the gravitational transport component;

3. Dlim, which has very localised impacts and can prove useful in obtaining spatially accurate
results in the distributed model.

The above list includes a parameter for each of the studied contributors to winter balance, and
its order follows the scale of the respective parameter perturbations’ impact on winter balance:
from glacier wide for γP to very localised for Dlim. The order also reflects the sequence of snow
through the system: the most simple consideration is direct deposition of precipitation on the
glacier, while the longest considered itinerary of a mass unit would be deposition, wind transport,
and finally gravitational transport. As mentioned in section 5.3, following this order to tune the
respective parameters largely avoids the need of iterative re-calibration or the consideration of
the entire 3D parameter space.

6.1.2 Model Calibration

The first step in the calibration process is to tune the precipitation gradient, which affects all
further components of accumulation. Figure 6.1 A shows the RMSE and R2 resulting from
the comparison of the measured winter balance for the 1998-2003 winters (excluding 2000) and
the modelled mass balance on May 15th of each of those years, with different values of the
precipitation gradient γP . It is interesting to note that the performance is unchanged with
increasing γP above 35%/100 m, and shows marginal decrease only above 200%/100 m. This
is driven by the large spatial spread of the measured winter balance: above the critical value,
increases in accuracy continue to be made in areas of high winter balance, however, these begin
to be cancelled out by overestimation of winter balance within areas of lower accumulation. The
spatial gradient in winter balance is largely decoupled from elevation, meaning the γP parameter
cannot entirely account for accumulation variability. γP is set at +40%/100 m in further
experiments. The choice has implications for the processes involved in snow redistribution and
how they are represented in a calibrated model. These are discussed further in section 6.4.2.
The second calibration parameter is the maximum sheltering distance SDmax, regulating the
amount of wind driven snow transport. The RMSE and R2 of model runs over various values
of SDmax are shown in Figure 6.1 B. The maximum considered sheltering distance yielding the
best model performance is 750 metres.
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Figure 6.1: RMSE and R2 between measured bw and modelled mass balance on May
15th during the calibration period (winters 1998-2003). A plotted over values of A γP (%
m-1), SDmax and Dlim both at 0. B plotted over values of SDmax (m) with γP fixed at
40% m-1 and Dlim at 0 m w.e. C plotted over values of Dlim (m w.e.), with γP fixed at
40% m-1 and SDmax fixed at 750 m. Optimum values used as calibrated model parameters
indicated in green.

The final tuning parameter is the maximum deposit depth of individual avalanche events.
Figure 6.1 C shows model performance over various values of Dlim. The somewhat erratic
varation in RMSE and R2 reflects the complex nature of the impact of avalanches on mass
balance. Since the gravitational transport component depends so closely on topography, any
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change in Dlim will lead to improvements in some places but deterioration in other places.
These effects are much less uniform than for the previous two parameters, resulting in the non
monotonic nature of the aggregate effect shown in Figure 6.1 C. Nevertheless, an optimal value,
allowing the least aggregate error, can be identified at Dlim = 0.05 m w.e.

The model performance metrics obtained with the optimal set of tuning parameters at the
various stages of calibration are summarized in Table 6. Figure 6.2 shows the corresponding
modelled vs measured values of winter balance. It becomes clear that the addition of wind
and gravitational mass transport improves the model’s ability to capture the spatial variability
of winter balance: the inclusion of the SDmax and Dlim parameters, i.e. accounting for snow
transport in the model, increases R2 and reduces the RMSE to values that are not achieved
with just the γP tuning parameter (Table 6). Nevertheless, the inclusion of the parameters
also increases the spread of modelled values (Fig. 6.2). In many cases, the location of mass
contributions does not align perfectly with the location of observed high accumulation: although
systematic error is reduced, random error is frequently increased. Some systematic error further
remains, as even the calibrated model has difficulties reproducing winter balance values on the
higher end of the observed range. The possible sources of this remaining systematic error are
discussed in sections 6.3 and 6.4.1.

Table 6: Overview of tuned model parameters and resulting model performance. ∆bw
is the observed spatially averaged winter balance minus the modelled spatially averaged
winter balance.

Optimised Parameters ∆bw (m w.e.) RMSE (m w.e.) R2

γP (%/100 m) SDmax (m) Dlim (m w.e.)

40 0 0 0.4 0.58 0.52
40 750 0 0.29 0.52 0.62
40 750 0.05 0.13 0.51 0.63

Figure 6.2: Scatter plots of measured winter balance and modelled mass balance on May 15th with
optimised tuning parameters. A γP = 40%/100 m, SDmax = 0 m, Dlim= 0 m .w.e. B γP = 40%/100
m, SDmax = 750 m, Dlim= 0 m .w.e. C γP = 40%/100 m, SDmax = 750 m, Dlim= 0.05 m .w.e.
bw indicates the spatially averaged modelled winter balance for each parameter combination. The
measured mean bw over the calibration period is 1.28.
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6.1.3 Model Validation

The model, calibrated over the 1998-2003 winters, is tested by comparing the output with
interpolated maps of winter balance over five accumulation seasons during the 2004 to 2010
period. The resulting scatter plot is shown in Figure 6.3 A. The simulation yields satisfactory
model performance that is quite similar to those obtained during the calibration process, with
an RMSE of 0.58 m w.e. and an R2 of 0.65. Although the simulation of winter balance is
not entirely accurate, the validation results hint that this accuracy is at least rather consistent
between the two 5 year periods. Additionally, the performance significantly improves when
compared to the calibrated non-modified EBFM: a run with SDmax and Dlim both set to zero
yields an RMSE of 0.72 m w.e. and an R2 of 0.54 over the same period (Fig. 6.3 B).

Figure 6.3: Scatter plot of measured winter balance and modelled CMB on May 15th for
the period 2005-2010 (excluding 2009). A ST-EBFM. The average modelled bw is 1.24 m
w.e., while the average observed bw is 1.43 m w.e. B original EBFM model, for comparative
purposes. The average modelled bw is 0.81.

It is interesting to note however that this consistency is lost when considering the year to year
scale. Figure 6.4 shows the spatial variation in error for three subsequent accumulation seasons,
and the model performance for each season is shown in Table 7. The challenges of modelling
winter balance quickly become apparent, with large year to year variation in accumulation
between the spring of 2007 and of 2008, that can clearly not be explained with the input
parameters used in this model. This indicates that model performance over longer periods (> 5
years) can be expected to remain relatively stable at R2≈.65, but can be expected to vary much
more for single winters. In Table 7, a comparison with the seasonal performances obtained with
the non-extended EBFM underlines the year to year variability: the performance of EBFM is
more consistent from year to year than the performance of ST-EBFM. While the snow transport
extensions often improve performance and clearly increase the spatially distributed accuracy,
they do bring a ”risk” of increasing error as localized regions are marked by large errors, leading
to poorer performance of the extended model when compared to the original model.
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Figure 6.4: Contour maps of spatially distributed error in mod-
elled winter balance on May 15th of 2006, 2007 and 2008, compared
with observed winter balance from respective years. Negative val-
ues indicate that the model underestimates the observed bw, while
positive values indicate over-estimations.

Table 7: Model performance for three individual winter seasons of the validation period. For the EBFM extended
with wind and gravitationally driven mass redistribution and the original EBFM. ∆bw is the observed spatially
averaged winter balance minus the modelled spatially averaged winter balance

ST-EBFM EBFM

Accumulation Season ∆bw (m w.e.) RMSE R2 ∆bw (m w.e.) RMSE R2

2005-2006 0.46 0.63 0.60 0.49 0.66 0.55
2006-2007 0.09 0.52 0.70 0.42 0.58 0.63
2007-2008 0.89 0.88 0.51 1.17 0.71 0.67
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Another independent data source offering an opportunity for validation is a series of surface
elevation measurements made continuously with a sonic ranger from 2015 to 2020, published
by the Tarfala Research Station (2020b) (Table 1). Figure 6.5 shows good agreement between
changes in the elevation of the glacier surface at its center, further verifying the adequacy of the
model at simulating winter balance, but also summer balance. Although the focus of this report
lies on accumulation and melt parameters were not calibrated but carried over from previous
energy balance models of Storglaciären, it nevertheless seems relevant to verify the accuracy of
the model at simulating variation over a full mass balance year.

Figure 6.5: Measured and modelled change in surface elevation since September 30th

2015 at location indicated on inset map.

Figure 6.6 shows the modelled mass balance on September 15th plotted against the (interpo-
lated) measured net balance at the locations of the probing points. The model seem to perform
relatively well when simulating full mass balance years, although one can recognize the under-
estimation on winter balance occurring for the higher mass balance values. In addition, the
extremely negative net mass balance values observed are not fully captured, a shortcoming that
reflects results presented in Reijmer & Hock (2008). The model underestimates the average net
balance by 0.1 m w.e.; and RMSE = 1.08 m w.e. while R2 = 0.63. This is an improvement
upon the non-extended EBFM, which underestimates the average net balance by 0.58 m w.e.,
yielding an RMSE of 1.15 m w.e. and an R2 of 0.58.
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Figure 6.6: Scatter plot of measured net balance and modelled
mass balance on September 15th for the period 2005-2010 (excluding
2009). The average modelled bn is -0.31 m w.e., while the average
observed bn is -0.21 m w.e.

6.2 Simulation Results

This section investigates the net contribution made by each component of accumulation to the
winter balance. For the sake of simplicity, a single accumulation season is investigated as an
example. The 1998-1999 winter is chosen for this purpose as it was marked by high calibrated
model performance, yielding a RMSE of 0.36 m w.e., an R2 of 0.73, and a ∆bw of +0.16
compared to the map of observed bw. Figure 6.7 shows the modelled vs. observed values and
the spatial distribution of error: the model is thought to simulate the 1998-1999 winter balance
with satisfactory accuracy.

Figure 6.7: A Scatter plot of measured winter balance in 1999 and modelled mass balance on May 15th

1999. B Contour maps of spatially distributed error in modelled 1998-1999 winter balance. The average
modelled bw is 1.47 m w.e., while the average observed bw is 1.31 m w.e.

The extended model also outperforms the original EBFM at representing the 1998-1999
winter balance, the latter yielding a RMSE of 0.49 m w.e., an R2 of 0.56, and a ∆bw of -0.19.
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Figure 6.8 shows the spatially distributed modelled CMB on May 15th for both model versions,
along with the interpolated winter balance map. The improvements are quite clear on the figure,
and it seems interesting to consider the relative importance of direct snowfall, wind driven snow
transport and gravitational mass transport in the following paragraphs.

Figure 6.8: Comparison maps of modelled and observed 1998-1999 winter balance. A EBFM mod-
elled climatic mass balance on May 15th 1999. B ST-EBFM modelled climatic mass balance on May
15th 1999. C Map of interpolated winter balance observations. All three maps follow the same color
scale.

Table 8 presents the net total contributions to the 1998-1999 winter balance from direct
snowfall, wind transport, and gravitational transport. Direct snowfall is the main contributor to
mass, but wind driven snow transport contributes a significant share. The smallest contribution
is made by gravitational transport, but the share is non negligible.

Table 8: Modelled components of winter accumulation. (Direct snowfall includes riming,
which represents about 0.1% of the total mass accumulation).

Glacier wide average mass change Sept. 15th 1998 - May 15th 1999

direct snowfall wind transport gravitational transport total
value (m w.e.) 1.10 0.26 0.11 1.47

share of total (%) 74.6 17.2 7.2 100
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Figure 6.9: ST-EBFM modelled mass contributions to specific winter balance from September 15th

1998 to May 15th 1999. A Modelled snowfall. B Modelled deposition of wind transported mass. C
Modelled deposition of gravitationally transported mass.

6.2.1 Snowfall

Direct precipitation, adjusted only for elevation, provides close to three quarters of the modelled
winter balance (Table 8). Figure 6.9 A shows the spatial distribution of the modelled mass gain
from snowfall. The entire area of the glacier gains mass from snowfall, with a linear increase
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with elevation ranging from +0.4 m w.e. at the glacier toe to +1.8 m w.e. near the headwall.
This consistency yields high mass gain totals, underlining the role of snowfall as the fundamental
component of mass gain. It also indicates that other components of the model must provide the
spatial complexity observed in Figure 6.8 B and C.

6.2.2 Wind-driven Snow Transport

Just over 17% of modelled mass gain during the 1998-1999 winter consists of snowmass trans-
ported by wind. Figure 6.9 B shows that this contribution is highly variable in space. The
westernmost, and highest, edge of the glacier is sheltered from westerly wind and wind de-
position of up to +2.5 m w.e. occurs. These values decrease rapidly with distance from the
Kebnekaise east face, and a sharp boundary can be identified on Figure 6.9 B at the limit of
the sheltered area (SDmax = 750m) under westerly winds. It is interesting to note that this
boundary roughly coincides with the ELA: possible causes and implications of this are discussed
in chapter 6.3. Most of the glacier surface falls outside of the large scale sheltering index un-
der the predominant wind directions, and thus undergoes little increased deposition. Here, the
micro scale index generates spatial variability, with light erosion occurring in convex areas of
the glacier and deposition occurring in concave areas. The area most affected by erosion (-1.04
m w.e.) occurs in the southeast corner, at the watershed between Storglaciären and Bjorlings
Glaciär, where a low overall sheltering index under westerly wind coincides with a negative
sheltering index from easterly wind (see Fig. 5.3).

6.2.3 Gravitational Transport

With just over 7% of the total added mass, gravitational transport is the smallest of the in-
vestigated contributors to winter balance. Figure 6.9 C shows how this is due to the spatially
restricted reach of avalanche deposits, and gravitational transport is the highest single gridcell
mass contributor, reaching +3.1 m w.e. in proximity to the east face of Kebnekaise. In such
locations, avalanching seems to be extremely influential on the specific mass balance. Figure
6.10 shows the near threefold increase in surface height gain driven by avalanching in the up-
per reaches of the glacier. As a feature of the modelling approach, single events are limited in
amplitude and increases are incremental: avalanches are simulated as a near continuous process
of mass redistribution rather than intermittent events. As such, the more frequent and small
amplitude loose snow avalanches (sloughs) are perhaps better simulated than less frequent large
amplitude slab avalanches and cornice falls. Nevertheless, periods of high precipitation result
in episodes of very rapid mass gain, resembling the sudden deposition of large quantities of
snow that would occur during an avalanche. The effect of avalanching on snowpack properties
can also be observed, with layers of high density avalanche deposits persisting in the snowpack
throughout the season (Fig. 6.10 A). In turn, the high accumulation reduces heat exchange with
atmosphere, and the cold content ”wave” generated in late winter can be seen to persist much
longer into the spring in the situation including gravitational transport. This in turn delays
the moment at which the snowpack turns isothermal, and likely promotes springtime refreezing
of surface melt. The location shown in Figure 6.10 C is in the accumulation zone, meaning
the additional mass does not fully melt away and results in a more than twofold increase in
snowmass at the end of the mass balance year.
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Figure 6.10: Profile view of the evolution of the modelled snowpack from September 15th 1998
to September 15th 1999. Evolution with and without gravitational snow transport are shown. A
subsurface density. B Subsurface temperature. C Inset map showing location on glacier.

Finally, Figure 6.11 shows that the snowmass added by gravitational transport and resulting
increased persistence of cold content deep in the snowpack leads to increased refreezing in ST-
EBFM relative to EBFM, largely during the early to mid-summer as deeper layers are not yet
fully isothermal.

Figure 6.11: Time-series showing evolution of surface height and refreezing with and without
inclusion of gravitational transport over the 1998-1999 mass balance year.

6.2.4 Long Term Perspective

A final point of interest is the consistency of the importance of contributions to winter balance
made by wind and gravitationally driven snow transport. Figure 6.12 shows the yearly glacier
wide average winter balance (bw) reported by Tarfala Research Station (2020a) along with
the bw derived from bw modelled at the probing point locations with EBFM and with ST-
EBFM respectively. The values are reported on a scatterplot in Figure 6.12 B. Including wind
and gravitationally driven redistribution of snow consistently improves the estimation of yearly
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bw; and the average error on bw is reduced by 0.42 m w.e. (Fig. 6.12 C). Nevertheless, the
underestimation of winter balance, encountered previously in sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, persists
throughout the considered time frame. ST-EBFM’s capability of estimating bw also varies
strongly from year to year, suggesting that the event based nature of snowdrift and avalanching
remains difficult to capture with a model.

Figure 6.12: A Time series of observed and modelled bw. B Scatterplot of observed vs. modelled
bw. C Average of absolute difference between modelled and observed bw. 2000-2019 period. Observed
values obtained from Tarfala Research Station (2020a).

The results outlined in the previous sections show various perspectives and metrics of im-
proved model performance when mass redistribution and transport during the accumulation
season is accounted for. There are remaining inconsistencies with observations however. The
next sections aim at suggesting causes for these inconsistencies, discuss the significance of the
improved model performance, and explore possible implications for the role of modelled processes
on accumulation more widely.
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6.3 Accumulation on Storglaciären

The following section reviews the role of various mechanisms of accumulation specifically on
Storglaciären, with a detailed discussion of the relative importance of the various processes
contributing mass to the winter balance.

Table 8 attributes close to 75% of mass accumulated during the 1998-1999 winter to direct
snowfall, confirming the importance of precipitation for mass gain on Storglaciären. This central
role is evidenced further in Tables 3 and 4: mass gain from wind transport and avalanching is
very sensitive to the precipitation gradient (γP ), and the parameter dominates the overall winter
balance. Even when wind and gravitational transport transfer snow from surrounding areas onto
the glacier surface, the amount of snow received by the area ultimately controls mass gain. The
link between precipitation and mass balance has been established previously on Storglaciären in
Evans et al. (2008), where authors correlate positive bn years with ”wet” preceding winters. In
a larger scale investigation, Pohjola & Rogers (1997) show that the late 20th century period of
mass gain was partially driven by strong westerly flows over the north Atlantic during winter,
increasing regional precipitation. From a spatial perspective, the obtained results suggest that
processes driving small scale snowfall increases, such as the seeder feeder mechanism, (e.g.
Mott et al. 2014), could play a significant role on Storglaciären. The calibration process yields
optimal model performance with precipitation gradients γP > +40%/100 metres of elevation
gain on the glacier, leading to a 1.4 m w.e. difference in cumulative modelled direct snowfall
between the upper and lower edges of the glacier over a single winter (Fig. 6.8 A). The gradient
is much steeper than the +4% / 100 metres between Nikkaluokta and the Tarfala research
station observed for the second half of 1999 (Fig. 6.17), and it seems likely that it partially
reflects proximity to the ridge of Kebnekaise, as under westerly wind this location would coincide
with peak precipitation rates (Mott et al. 2014). If accurate, the important role played by
local precipitation enhancement suggests that the glacier benefits from very localised conditions
favorable to mass accumulation.

In the calibrated ST-EBFM model, the steep precipitation gradient is complemented by the
wind redistribution component to simulate the high bw values observed in the westernmost quar-
ter of the glacier. The terrain based routine incorporates the effects of preferential deposition
and of snow-drift, with a simulated 17% of 1998-1999 mass gain resulting from the net contribu-
tion of wind driven accumulation. The modelled estimate incorporates erosion from the glacier
surface, meaning modelled bw would have been 17% lower had there been no wind the entire
winter. Most of this contribution results from deposition in areas of positive sheltering index
under dominant westerly winds, bound in space by the maximum sheltering distance (SDmax)
calibrated at 750 metres. The optimal SDmax found on Storglaciären is longer than the 100
metres reported in Winstral et al. (2002). This seems permitted by the absence of significant
ridges running perpendicular to the predominant westerly flow direction up and downwind of the
Kebnekaise massif. Additionally, it could suggest high wind velocities during most deposition
events, as high wind speeds would result in deposition further downwind from the ridge crest
(e.g. Schirmer et al. 2011). This could imply that most wind driven snow transport occurs dur-
ing storm events, and/or simply that wind velocities are often amplified along the summit ridge
of Kebnekaise; both explanations being in line with existing literature (e.g. Winstral & Marks
2014; Lewis et al. 2008). It should be noted that the edge of the sheltered zone under westerly
winds coincides rather well with the average equilibrium line (Fig. 6.9 and Figure 10 in Reijmer
and Hock 2008). Care should be taken with this comparison, as the similarity could very well
be a feature of calibration. Nevertheless, it might further hint at the facilitating role of wind
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transported mass in maintaining positive specific net balance in the accumulation zone, a result
in line with conclusions drawn in Dadic et al. (2010). If in addition wind speeds at the summit
ridge of Kebnekaise do affect the area of Storglaciären subject to wind driven deposition, it can
be speculated that average wind speeds during winter ultimately affect the yearly accumulation
area ratio (AAR). AAR and net balance are especially closely linked on Storglaciären on years
of low net balance (Hock et al. 2007a), when the relative contribution of wind transport to bw
might be slightly higher. Although this could be a further clue to the potential influence of wind
velocities during winter on the glacier’s mass balance, the AAR is influenced by many processes
and a much more rigorous investigation would be needed to determine causation. Nevertheless,
the question could be an interesting avenue for further research as it would constitute a link
between mass balance and an additional climatic variable.

Although the net effect of accounting for wind driven transport is positive, the micro scale
sheltering index is negative over certain areas of the glacier under easterly wind directions,
resulting in slight modelled wind erosion. Jansson & Pettersson (2007) attribute areas of very
low winter balance to wind erosion, and it seems questionable whether ST-EBFM accounts
sufficiently for erosion, and for small scale wind transport in general (Fig. 6.18). The omission
might be contributing to the steep altitudinal precipitation gradient discussed in the previous
paragraph, as an ablation zone undergoing wind scour would ”hide” high snowfall rates in the
yearly bw measurements. Figure 6.13 shows wind scoured moraines and ridges surrounding the
ablation zone; and it seems unlikely that the glacier surface would be entirely exempt from
wind driven snow removal. However, contrary to adjacent Björlings Glaciär (Fig. 2.1), no bare
ice seems exposed during winter anywhere on Storglaciären, meaning net erosion cannot be as
extensive. A quantification of the net effect of erosion on winter balance in the ablation zone
remains elusive, but it seems likely that the ST-EBFM output underestimates mass removal,
which is compensated with an exaggerated altitudinal precipitation gradient.

Figure 6.13: Photo taken on 12/04/2021; looking down along the center-line of
Storglaciären and towards the southern edge of the ablation zone. Surrounding
moraines and slopes are wind scoured, and it seems likely that parts of the
glacier surface undergo similar wind driven snow erosion.

The results of the parameter sensitivity analysis in Table 4 suggest that the final investigated
component of accumulation, avalanching, is strongly dependent on both direct snowfall and wind
driven snow transport. This is to be expected, as both mechanisms govern the amount of snow
available for transport on the slopes surrounding Storglaciären. As discussed in section 6.4.1,
sloughing, slab avalanches and cornices falls result from complex sequences of environmental con-
ditions, and ST-EBFM produces a very simplified view of gravitationally driven mass transport.
Because of this, care should be taken during the interpretation of modelled mass contributions;
but the results do indicate that avalanching is a non-negligible source of mass on Storglaciären.
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This had been speculated by previous work (Schytt 1965; Mercer 2018), and is reflected by the
extreme winter balance values measured at the foot of the western headwall (Fig. 3.5). The
calibration and validation process show that bw is generally underestimated in areas subject to
gravitationally driven mass deposition (Fig. 6.4); and it is likely that the +7% net contribution
to bw in 1999 is an underestimation. This is somewhat surprising, as the maximum slope angle
retaining any mass used in the model (35°) is lower than observational data suggests (Wirz et al.
2011) and the DEM resolution of 10 metres neglects small snow retaining features within cliff
faces (Sommer et al. 2015). If the gravitational transport routine does indeed underestimate
deposit volumes while overestimating the portion of snow that gets transported, it seems likely
that in turn ST-EBFM underestimates snow deposition in the avalanche initiation area. This
is in line with the earlier suggestion of amplified precipitation near the ridge crest, and could
further reflect an underestimation of wind driven snow transport across the summit ridge of
Kebnekaise. Additionally, deposition along the headwall in the model is restricted by surface
area: a vertical cliff face has zero surface seen from above, and thus receives no modelled accu-
mulation. However, riming frequently occurs on the flanks of the Kebnekaise massif (Fig. 6.14)
and could allow for high initial accumulation in steep terrain (Sommer et al. 2015). Rime ice
generally falls off steep terrain as soon as melt starts to occur, and would thus end up on the
glacier as added mass. While the highest wind sheltering indices under westerly wind occur
just east of the Kebnekaise summit ridge, it does not explicitly factor in the process of cornice
formation that produces overhanging snow drifts and underlying wind slabs. These features
are prevalent along the summit ridge of Kebnekaise (Fig. 6.14) and can grow to large volumes.
They generally collapse prior to melting away, in turn contributing additional mass to the glacier
(Hancock et al. 2020).

Figure 6.14: Photo taken on 12/04/2021, looking northward along the summit ridge between the
North summit of Kebnekaise and Kebnepakte. Large cornices are visible all along the ridge. The steep
terrain (>> 35°) retains significant volumes of snow: ST-EBFM likely underestimates snow deposition
volumes in the western headwall, but overestimates the percentage of snow that is directly sloughed
off. Avalanche deposition cones are visible below the headwall on the glacier surface. Inset map
showing location where photo was taken (green X), location of Pallins Korridor (red arrow), location
of Halspasset (orange arrow) and approximate outline of the upper edge of Storglaciären (blue line).
Modified from Landmateriët topographic map.

A point of interest illustrating the impact of avalanche deposition on mass balance is shown
in Figure 6.15. The southern lobe of the accumulation zone is broken at the location marked
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in orange by a rock outcropping. The bedrock survey in Herzfeld et al. (1993) indicates the
presence of rugged topography just below the ice surface in the area, and it is quite likely that
a relatively similar outcropping underlies the small icefall feature marked in red on the photos.
Aspect and elevation are very similar for both locations, but the red feature is fully exposed
to avalanches from the South/East face of the North summit of Kebnekaise while the orange
feature is sheltered from any consequential overhead terrain (Fig. 6.15 A,B). This observation
is substantiated by the ST-EBFM results shown in Figure 6.9 C, with the location of the
icefall receiving an additional 3 m w.e. of mass from gravitational transport and an additional
0.5 m w.e. from wind transport compared to the orange location. The additional mass from
avalanching thus largely ensures the maintenance of several metres of firn/ice thickness above the
bedrock outcropping, affecting mass balance but also glacier morphology. While the outcrops
are ignored in the ST-EBFM’s energy balance computation, the protrusions are likely to enhance
melting of the surrounding firn during summer due to LW EMR emission (e.g. Hock 2005).

Figure 6.15: A Photo taken on 17/06/2020, looking up toward the North Summit and East ridge of
Kebnekaise, and the saddle with Björlings Glaciär on the left side of the frame. The location of the
small icefall (red circle) is much more prone to being reached by avalanches than a seemingly similar
bedrock feature to its south (orange circle). Evidence of recent loose wet snow avalanches is clearly
visible. B Photo taken on 12/04/2021 at location marked by blue X on A, looking up towards the
headwall. The location is exposed to avalanches from a large portion of the East face of Kebnekaise.
C Inset map showing location of various features. Modified from Lantmateriët topographic map.

The previous example demonstrates the large impact that avalanching has at specific loca-
tions on Storglaciären. These impacts are further evidenced in Figure 6.10: high density layers
of avalanche deposits persist into the snowpack throughout the winter, and higher deposition
rates reduce sensible heat exchange with the surface. This notably results in increased overall
refreezing, and continued refreezing later into the summer (Fig. 6.11). A final point of inter-
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est is that on Figure 6.10, the absolute surface height loss is higher in the situation including
avalanching, while end of winter densities are similar in both profiles. This suggests higher
melt-rates of the gravitationally added mass, a result that is in line with the findings of Scally
& Gardner (1990). However, the authors attribute faster melting of avalanche deposits to their
lower surface albedo, which is not accounted for in ST-EBFM. A possible explanation can be
found in the increased refreezing occurring in the avalanche nourished snowpack: the produced
latent heat would warm surrounding snow, raising the snowpack temperature towards melting
more uniformly, and ultimately accelerating melt. While the topic lies somewhat outside of
the focus of this study, it seems an interesting avenue for further applications of the ST-EBFM
model.

Despite the significant local impacts, results show that gravitationally driven mass gain is
extremely restricted in space (Fig. 6.9 C). The modelled spatial pattern undergoes variable error
from year to year, but does identify the regions susceptible to be affected by avalanching. This
primarily includes areas directly below Kebnekaise North summit’s east and south-east faces,
as well as areas adjacent to Södra Klippberget and Kebnetj̊akka. The latter slopes are steep
enough to generate avalanches, but offer less relief and receive less wind driven snow deposition,
ultimately contributing less mass to the glacier surface. Nevertheless, both bw and bn are
generally higher along the edges of the ablation zone. Although there could be a non-accounted
for wind driven deposition mechanism where increased convexity leads to ”cross loading” along
the valley walls (McClung & Schaerer 2006); model results indicate the enhanced accumulation
is primarily driven by gravitational transport.

Table 5 shows the winter balance to be mostly insensitive to the parameter dictating the
temperature at which rain transforms to snow. The limited impact of the parameter indicates
that temperatures are well below freezing for most of the accumulation season on Storglaciären,
and thus variations in the solid precipitation threshold have little impact. However, Figure 6.16
shows that surface temperatures on the lower parts of of the glacier remain just barely below the
TS/R threshold repeatedly during the calibration period. Air temperature in the Tarfala valley
has been following a rising trend at least from 1965 to 2011, with the highest warming rates
occurring during the winter and autumn (Jonsell et al. 2013). A continuing trend would likely
lead to more winter time melt and rain on snow events in the ablation zone of Storglaciären, and
TS/R would gain relevance as a calibration parameter for winter balance. Resulting decreased
accumulation on the lower reaches of the glacier would result in an even steeper winter balance
gradient, and increase the relative importance of wind and gravitational snow transport to mass
gain.
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Figure 6.16: Time series of near surface air temperature modelled on the lower ablation zone at
1,220 m a.s.l. Shown are the accumulation seasons during the period used for model calibration. Red
line shows TS/R used as lower bound perturbation. Limited warming would increase the frequency of
melt and rain events.

6.4 Uncertainty in Terrain Based Accumulation Modelling

The following paragraphs center around the perspectives of terrain based modelling of spatially
distributed accumulation on small glaciers, discussing data limitations, model performance, and
wider limits to the modelling approach.

6.4.1 Data Uncertainties

An extensive calibration process aided by the availability of high quality and high resolution
surface mass balance data yields good average model performance (Fig. 6.3,6.6). Nevertheless,
considerable error remains in the estimation of both bw and bw for certain individual years (Fig.
6.4,6.12). Multiple potential sources of error can be identified, several of which relate specifically
to the present case study.

Firstly, the distinction between surface mass balance (SMB) and climatic mass balance
(CMB) needs to be re-addressed. The Glaciological Method employed in the Tarfala mass
balance program measures SMB (e.g. Mercer 2018), while the EBFM routine computes CMB
(see section 5: mass loss through runoff occurs only when meltwater leaves the firn layer). The
discrepancy is ignored during the calibration and validation processes presented above, and
could erroneously reduce the reported errors: CMB > SMB, and the modelled CMB generally
underestimates the measured SMB. Internal accumulation primarily occurs in late spring and
early winter, and could thus impact bw values. Although Schneider & Jansson (2004) report
annual internal accumulation below +0.06 m w.e., Reijmer & Hock (2008) model an average of
+0.20 m w.e. during winter over the accumulation zone, which would double the error reported
in Figure 6.3. Fortunately, internal accumulation in the present model runs is much lower than
values reported in either study. Total refreezing, including internal accumulation and refreezing
above the previous summer surface -meaning the mass is accounted for in surface mass balance
measurements, is found at a 0.028 m w.e. glacier wide average over the 1998-1999 winter (the
period investigated in Reijmer and Hock 2008). The difference is due to the much lower firn depth
employed in this study. Internal accumulation occurs in firn layers that are below the previous
year’s summer surface (Schneider & Jansson 2004). No initial firn layer was generated with
spin up period during calibration and validation, meaning there is no internal accumulation
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at all the first simulation year, and very little in following years. The 2000-2019 model run
presented in Figure 6.12 is preceded by a spin-up period and considers maximum firn depths of
15.5 metres, but average total refreezing during winter remains at 0.062 m w.e., implying lower
internal accumulation and limiting impacts on error. Nevertheless, careful considerations should
be made when comparing model results with data measured following the glaciological method.
Internal accumulation has led to uncertainty and error exacerbation in previous considerations
of mass balance on Storglaciären, and seems a continued source of complexity (Zemp et al. 2010;
Cogley et al. 2011).

A more difficult to constrain source of error lies in the data used as model input. The largest
assumptions are made around wind direction, as the available data measured at the Tarfala
research station seemed non-representative of conditions on the glacier and on the ridge of
Kebnekaise. Although the correction made to larger scale 800 mB pressure level data (Fig. 4.3)
can be justified conceptually and is in line with existing literature (Lewis et al. 2008), it remains
a sizeable assumption in the absence of ground truthing. Limited variations in wind direction are
omitted through the assumption, but could have considerable impacts on the sheltered region
and thus on the accumulation pattern. More fundamentally, the Winstral et al. (2002) approach
considers a single wind direction throughout the model area. This is a simplification as lee side
turbulence and the glacier adjacent topography influence near surface wind fields to create near
surface reversals of the main flow direction in rotors and eddies (e.g. Dadic et al. 2010). As
the lee side turbulence generally results in lower wind velocities and snow deposition within
the affected area, the overall estimation of wind driven mass contribution is likely relatively
robust to the omission. However, it could account for some of the distributed error shown in
figure 6.4. Finally, at the scale of the glacier surface itself and the micro-scale sheltering index,
not accounting for multiple simultaneous wind directions seems especially problematic as the
winter balance pattern shows several features that hint at eddy-like flow (Fig. 3.3; Jansson and
Pettersson 2007).

Similarly, it is uncertain whether the linearly corrected precipitation measured at the Nikkalu-
okta weather station is representative of conditions on and around the glacier. Measuring snow-
fall is notoriously difficult, introducing a first stage of systemic error that needs to be corrected
with calibration (Rasmussen et al. 2012; Reijmer & Hock 2008). Figure 6.17 shows cumulative
precipitation at Tarfala estimated from data measured at Nikkaluokta along with observations
made at the Tarfala research stations during that time. Over the period of comparison, the es-
timation seems relatively accurate, although certain events are not fully captured. Additionally,
Jansson et al. (1999) describe inter seasonal variation in these precipitation gradients, mean-
ing that precipitation at Tarfala during late winter could be underestimated with the current
method. More generally, utilizing elevation dependent linear gradients in complex mountainous
terrain has been considered an oversimplification, as large differences can occur between valleys
and/or terrain features that are not necessarily linked to elevation (Vionnet et al. 2014). In
this regard, utilising the elevation dependent linear gradient γP only within the modelled area
slightly alleviates errors driven by non-elevation related variability. The smaller range of appli-
cation also allows for considerably more freedom when calibrating γP . This calibrated gradient
is considerably higher than the empirically derived gradient in equation 1, which is in line with
the existing literature that describes the highest precipitation rates in the direct vicinity of a
ridge crest, and rapid decreases when moving further leewards (e.g. Mott et al. 2014). Never-
theless, the γP gradient remains a linear correction, and since the area onto which precipitation
in the model is distributed comprises of complex topography involving both sides of the Keb-
nekaise massif, the method is likely to introduce error (e.g. Roth et al. 2018). Imprecision arising
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from employing this simplistic view of precipitation over mountainous terrain is exacerbated in
the ST-EBFM compared to the EBFM, as an area much larger than just the glacier surface is
considered for snow transport.

Figure 6.17: July - November 1999 cumulative precipitation measured and
estimated with equation 1 at the Tarfala Research Station. Data used for esti-
mation is precipitation measured in Nikkaluokta, shown with the dotted line.

Another source of error stemming from input data is the accuracy of the digital elevation
model used. Although the grid cell sizes used for the glacier surface (10×10 m) and for the
surrounding terrain (15×15 m) are on the higher end of spatial resolutions used in both mass
balance and snow transport modelling (Mercer 2016; Gruber 2007), certain small scale terrain
features are not present in the DEMs, leading to differences between modelled and observed
bw. A notable example is a slight depression in the ablation zone that seems to get filled in
with snow drifts during winter. The area is clearly identifiable in Figure 6.18 B, and its bw
values are well above those of surrounding areas (Fig. 6.18 A). ST-EBFM does not capture the
increased accumulation and the feature is not modelled as a sheltered area with the micro-scale
sheltering index, likely because the depression is not present in the DEM (Fig. 6.18 C). This
is surprising since the resolution of the GPS elevation measurements reported in Mercer (2016)
should be sufficient to capture the feature. A likely cause of the absence of the depression in
the DEM is that the survey was conducted in late July of 2010, a moment at which there is still
considerable snow cover on parts of the glacier surface (Mercer 2016) and the depression would
likely still have been filled in with snow from the previous winter: while no date is provided
with the video from which Fig. 6.18 C is taken, but snow cover in the surrounding area suggests
middle to late summer. In addition, Hock et al. (2007a) show a photo dated July 29th 2004
where the depression is still full of snow (their Fig. 1). As such, the surveyed surface differs
slightly from the true topography of the glacier at the beginning of the accumulation season,
producing persistent error on bw in the terrain based model (Fig. 6.18 D).
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Figure 6.18: Zone of interest marked in orange on each panel. A Detail from Figure 3.5, bw deviation from
average showing the region of consistently increased accumulation. B Screenshot issued from helicopter
footage published online by the Climate Research (2014). The area of increased accumulation is clearly
located in a slight depression, and very likely caused by wind driven accumulation. C Detail of the 10×10
m DEM at the ablation zone (Mercer 2016). The depression is not present in the DEM, possibly as its
originating survey was conducted in late July and the depression might still been snow filled. D Detail from
Figure 6.4-2008, the failure to account for increased accumulation in the area results in significant error.
The Figure shows the example of a single year, but the error is consistent over the investigated period.

Finally, uncertainty in the control data set should be briefly addressed. The accuracy of sur-
face mass balance measurements made on Storglaciären and the data analysis process is reviewed
extensively in Jansson (1999). Probing measurements are carried out as extensively as possible,
but especially steep and avalanche prone areas are often omitted due to safety concerns. Addi-
tionally, the previous summer surface can be difficult to detect, especially in high accumulation
areas. Density data is gathered in a limited number of snow pits and might not reflect condi-
tions of the wider area, potentially yielding erroneous SWE estimates from the measured snow
depth. Importantly, such errors can be systematic, producing erroneous estimates throughout
certain areas for certain years. The high uncertainty on accumulation totals at the margins of
the glacier is attenuated when considering glacier wide bw but remains more problematic in the
comparisons of specific winter balance made is section 6.1.2 and 6.1.3. Jansson (1999) reports
an uncertainty on elevation averaged specific winter balance of 0.5 m w.e., implying individuals
grid cells could be affected by errors that are even higher. This high uncertainty values and the
systemic nature of potential errors suggests that inaccuracies in the control data might well be at
the source of the year to year variability in model performance observed in section 6.1.3. While
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this is concerning, it should be kept in mind that reliable validation data is an issue common to
most modelling based research towards snow volumes in complex terrain (e.g. Dadic et al. 2010),
and the data-set of specific winter balance on Storglaciären might well be the most exhaustive
of its kind.

6.4.2 Calibration Uncertainties

Calibration of ST-EBFM is relatively versatile and effective, as a wide range of average winter
balance can be estimated (Table 6). On Storglaciären, a clear optimum value is found only for
the wind drift parameter SDmax, and model performance responds erratically to variation in
the avalanche deposit & reach parameter Dlim. This reflects the complexity of avalanching over
an entire cirque, as changing conditions produce spatially varied behavior that cannot be fully
captured within a single parameter. In turn, the precipitation gradient parameter γP drives
the largest response in winter balance (Table 5), and yet model performance remains unchanged
over a wide range of values of γP ([40 % m-1 - 200 % m-1]). At low values of γP , accumulation
is estimated correctly in the ablation zone but underestimated at higher elevations. At high
γP values, accumulation is overestimated at the toe and correct at the upper edges of the
glacier. As γP is the first parameter to be calibrated, the lower boundary is selected and the
underestimation of bw is largely compensated for by the addition of mass contribution from wind
transport and avalanching. However, table 3 and 4 show that both processes are also impacted
by the value of γP . The failure of a calibrated ST-EBFM to reproduce the higher range of winter
balance values (Fig. 6.2,6.3) suggests that the current calibration is underestimating the amount
of snowfall in the accumulation zone and on surrounding faces and ridges, by extend limiting
contributions from snow transport. Here, a more in depth consideration of the 3-D parameter
space could help identify the optimal trade off between overestimations in the ablation zone and
underestimations in the accumulation zone.

Meanwhile, the fact that a trade off needs to be made suggests γP is representing more than
a single process in the current model. Section 6.3 suggest that erosion in the ablation zone of
Storglaciären might be underestimated by the model. Increased snow removal in the ablation
zone would allow a calibrated model to retain a higher γP value, enhancing accumulation zone
performance without overestimating ablation area winter balance. The suspected importance
of wind driven snow erosion suggests ST-EBFM performance could be further improved by
including a parameter regulating the extend of snow erosion. Although the Winstral et al.
(2002) routine is not aimed at simulating erosion, a possible avenue in the current application
could be to simply weigh the SxMICRO term in equation 14 with a tuning parameter, as erosion
is currently simulated exclusively through this term.

6.4.3 Model Uncertainties

Beyond problems specific to Storglaciären and the data used in the present study, some of the
encountered challenges reveal issues inherent to a terrain based modelling approach. In broad
terms, all these issues seem to be linked to insufficient complexity: quantifying mass accumula-
tion based on the topography, limited meteorological input data and a set of poorly constrained
parameters skirts having to account for complex physical interactions and the associated data
requirements. The approach works relatively well because topography exerts a large control on
the underlying physical interactions, but topography is far from the sole driver of accumulation.
It should then come as no surprise that the obtained model is not fully accurate.
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More specifically, an initial shortcoming of the presented modelling approach is the omission
of any spatial variability in wind direction means that small scale turbulence is not represented
in the model. Simulating near surface wind fields with a non-hydrostatic model such as the
Advanced Regional Scale Prediction System (ARPS) would likely improve the spatial accuracy
of deposition patterns (Xue et al. 2000; Dadic et al. 2010). However, such a consideration used at
the temporal resolution of ST-EBFM would be extremely computationally intensive. Similarly,
significant error stems from the oversimplification of complex topography. The example depicted
in Figure 6.18 shows how small inaccuracies in terrain data translate to significant error on winter
balance. This problem is exacerbated notably with the modelling of gravitational transport:
following the Gruber (2007) routine, snow transfer to lower cells is considered in only 4 cardinal
directions. This is problematic in bowls or couloirs, where avalanches and sloughs tend to
congregate towards a central point. On Storglaciären, an example of this occurs between the
East ridge of Kebnekaise and Pallins Korridor, a couloir crossing the headwall just North of
Kebnekaise’s north summit. The simplified topography and restrained flow directions lead to
a somewhat artificial pattern of mass deposition (Fig. 6.9 C), while real accumulation from
avalanches is likely much more concentrated (Fig. 6.19). This might contribute to the consistent
underestimation of bw in this area of the glacier evident in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.19: Photo of center/north section of the headwall, Kebnekaise north
summit and east ridge are apparent in the left forefront, with Pallins Korridor
further to the right of the image. Red lines show delimitation of likely avalanche
catchment, with snow accumulating in a single ”catcher’s mitt”, while green lines
show possible examples of gravitational transport flow paths modelled, leading
to an unnatural accumulation pattern. Photo taken on 12/04/2021.

A possible avenue for improvement is to follow the method suggested in Bernhardt & Schulz
(2010), by considering all eight rather than four adjacent cells, adjusting the opening length
accordingly (Eq. 22). Another point of improvement would be to update the DEM dynamically,
so that the flow path of transient snowmass is determined based on the current snow surface
rather than the underlying summer surface. Unfortunately, considering additional transport
directions would not solve the problem of flow interaction with small scale features such as
couloirs that are not present in the DEM but can affect the avalanche flow-path, and concentrate
or spread out avalanching mass. As an example, a 5 m high and 5 m wide rock ridge running at a
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25 degree angle to the fall line would most likely not be captured by the DEM resolution used in
this study. Over a 400 m long face however, the ridge could act as an avalanche dam, funnelling
mass laterally tan(25)×400≈ 186.5 m from the location it would have been deposited without
interaction from small scale topography. Similarly, Kuhn (1995) describes how terminal moraines
act as retention dams for avalanches, increasing accumulation on glacierets. Such a retention wall
could be of significance even when considerably smaller that the cell size of most DEMs. Here,
perhaps the only solution would be higher resolution terrain data. It is interesting to reflect
upon the potential application of recently developed Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR)
imaging of terrain as a basis for accumulation modelling. Accurate measuring of snowmass
distributed over complex terrain has greatly improved thanks to terrestrial LiDAR (Mott et al.
2019; Hancock et al. 2020); and a similar high resolution basis might be needed for accurate
terrain based modelling of snow in complex terrain. LiDAR mapping of glacierized catchments
is being conducted more and more frequently; and notably of the central parts of the Tarfala
valley (Carrivick et al. 2015). The principal hurdle for their usage in mass balance modelling
would then be computational demands, even with low-requirement terrain based modelling.
Nevertheless, the errors encountered here suggest extreme resolution bw modelling could be a
worthwhile pursuit, especially on very small glaciers.

A second problem of the current accumulation model is the consideration of mass transport
in a continuous manner. Fresh snow is redistributed following the wind sheltering index and
through the gravitational transport model at each time step; and the resulting ”transport flux”
is very incremental rather than through more realistic abrupt events. This could lead to tempo-
rary error in the EBFM component input: new snow mass transported by wind or avalanching
could enter or leave a certain grid-cell too early in time, erroneously affecting the energy balance.
Similarly, a series of small amplitude mass additions would impact snow conditions differently
than a single high amplitude event. In the wind driven snow redistribution routine, the amount
of transported material is not scaled to wind speed. This is a potential error source as occa-
sional high intensity wind storms have been shown to account for a significant portion of total
yearly snow transport, and tend to produce increased variation in deposition location and depth
(Winstral & Marks 2014). Despite the impact of single events, the aggregate pattern of wind
transport is repeatedly found to be very consistent from year to year (Schirmer et al. 2011;
Winstral & Marks 2014). This is largely in line with the inter-annual variability shown in Fig-
ure 3.5, and likely benefits model performance at modelling cumulative accumulation over an
entire winter. Conversely, gravitational transport, and specifically slab avalanching and cornice
falls, are much more intermittent as they are the result of sequences of very specific conditions
(Louchet 2021). Return periods of large avalanches are often longer than a single year, as re-
flected by the high inter-annual variability found near the western headwall in Figure 3.5. This
variability is completely missed by the continuous gravitational transport routine, which likely
causes the large model error occurring in the upper accumulation area in certain years (Fig. 6.4)
and seems the main source of the mixed model performance for individual years (Fig. 6.3,6.12).
Unfortunately, this problem cannot be easily addressed: physically based models of avalanching
do exist but are extremely complex, and need to be coupled to a snowpack model applied to the
initiation zone. These are insofar primarily used under idealized forcing, for hazard assessment
purposes on very small spatial and temporal scales (Christen et al. 2010). Any attempts at uti-
lizing such models on Storglaciären would have to focus on a limited area of the accumulation
zone, and require an extensive wintertime campaign of local meteorological data collection to
force the model, with all corresponding challenges.
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6.5 Wider Relevance

The following section attempts to put insights gained through modelling the components of
winter balance on Storglaciären in the broader context of accumulation on small and mid sized
mountain glaciers. A caveat here is that uncertainty remains on the investigated glacier itself,
and any generalisations are somewhat speculative and should be treated with extreme care.
Nevertheless, a first part outlines the advantages of terrain based modelling and possible future
applications of ST-EBFM. The second part outlines points of interest that can be linked to wider
observations and to existing literature, drawing an outline of the possible role of snow transport
for accumulation and glacier sustenance.

6.5.1 Model Advantages

The somewhat simplistic approach of terrain based accumulation modelling also has significant
advantages. Its computationally inexpensive nature has been mentioned several times in the
preceding chapters. Because of it, the routine could be reasonably coupled to EBFM at very
high spatial resolutions, or over larger areas, such as in e.g. Van Pelt et al. (2019).

Secondly, it is interesting to note that the lack of complexity described in the previous section
is largely irrelevant if the input data limitations are not addressed first. Due to the inherent
difficulties of obtaining meteorological data during wintertime in alpine environments, the avail-
ability of distributed near surface wind and snowfall data is likely to remain a constraint for
most studies investigating accumulation, and physically based models of wind transport and
avalanching would suffer from the lack of accurate forcing data (e.g. Roth et al. 2018). Mean-
while, topographic data is obtained through one-time acquisition, and is often readily available
from previous work or through remote sensing products (e.g. Mercer 2016). With terrain as
the primary forcing, the snow transport model is less reliant on high resolution input data,
and sparse weather station data or downscaling routines can perhaps be used more confidently.
Contrary to the intensively studied Storglaciären, the mass balance of many of the world’s less
accessible glaciers is determined from rather sparse ground truthing, often relying on extrapola-
tion methods that generate significant uncertainty especially on winter balance (McGrath et al.
2015; O’Neel et al. 2019). Here, the easily implementable ST-EBFM could be a valuable tool to
complement direct observations and provide estimations of winter and net balance that account
for spatial variability in accumulation. The value of EBFM in generating snowmass data-sets
has been demonstrated before at regional scales (Van Pelt et al. 2019), and similar applications
to individual glaciers might benefit from accounting for snow transport to ensure spatially ac-
curate winter balance estimations. Finally, studies investigating the impact of meltwater pulses
on glacial hydrology and flow dynamics frequently rely on spatially distributed modelling of
surface melt (e.g. Van Pelt et al. 2018; Vore et al. 2019). As progress is made on observing the
exact location and nature of subglacial drainage, accurately simulating the location of melt and
snowmass available for melt seems increasingly important.

Finally, accounting for post depositional snow transport could improve long term simulations
of mass balance. Table 8 indicates that a considerable share of mass added during winter could
be missed in traditional mass balance models. While this deficit is likely largely accounted for by
increasing snowfall during calibration, the failure to simulate the spatial distribution of added
mass might lead to underestimations of summer melt rates (Van Pelt 2014). The inclusion
of snow transport slightly improved estimations of Storglaciären’s net mass balance from 2005
to 2010 (Fig. 6.6). While a more in depth evaluation of the improvements to net balance
simulations would be needed, it seems likely that accounting for snow transport would benefit
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both reconstructions of past mass balance of small glaciers and predictions of their future mass
balance evolution under specific climate scenarios.

6.5.2 Relevance for Small Glaciers

The well documented driving role of winter precipitation on Storglaciären’s net balance (Pohjola
& Rogers 1997; Evans et al. 2008) extends to a regional scale: Holmlund & Schneider (1997)
link precipitation rates to mass balance regime and ice temperature. Jansson et al. (1999) find
summer melt conditions to be relatively similar throughout the region surrounding Storglaciären,
and describe mass flux differences between Storglaciären and Mårmaglaciären as an effect of
lower snowfall on the latter. The variability in winter precipitation is attributed to a strong
west-east gradient, and local influences. The insights gained in the present study fit well within
this regional view of mass balance. Especially in the more continental eastern side of the Scandes
range, the very localised enhancement of orographic precipitation from which Storglaciären seems
to benefit could be a crucial factor in sustaining positive net balance. It might be interesting
to evaluate this effect on a more regional scale: most glaciers on the Swedish side of the range
are cirque glaciers closely tied to prominent topography, while glaciers on the wetter Norwegian
slope tend to be larger and do not cluster around prominent peaks (Holmlund & Schneider
1997). Of course, the distribution could simply be a feature of the regionally lower accumulation
sustaining ice only in high elevation regions with reduced melting, but increases in snowfall
through orographic amplification and more localised effects such as the seeder-feeder mechanism
surrounding prominent peaks have been described with enough certainty (e.g. Mott et al. 2014)
to suggest they might play a part in glacier sustenance here.

Wind driven snow transport seems to play a dominant role on snow distribution in the
Kebnekaise massif. The 17% contribution to winter balance is likely smaller than the relative
contribution to accumulation that would be encountered on smaller surrounding glaciers such as
Björlings Glaciär (Fig. 2.1) and perennial snow fields such as Kebnetj̊akka Glaciär. Wind affects
snow distribution in all mountain ranges, and characteristic cirque glacier topography is thought
to frequently cause slowdown of near surface winds (Dadic et al. 2010). It thus seems likely that
most small glaciers receive at least some portion of their mass gain through wind driven snow
deposition processes. In cases where wind driven accumulation is dominant, winter balance has
been shown to be less responsive to changes in precipitation rates as mass accumulation would
be limited by wind transport rather than snow supply to the fetch area (Hoffman et al. 2007).
From the dynamics observed on Storglaciären, it seems possible that in such cases seasonally
averaged wind speeds could be an additional predictor for winter balance, but more work is
needed to substantiate this suggestion.

A focus of earlier work linking avalanches to glacier mass balance has been that avalanches
can facilitate mass accumulation well below regional snow line elevations (Kuhn 1995; Mott et al.
2019; Huss & Fischer 2016). However, this mechanism applies exclusively to small and/or steep
cirque glaciers. Modelling of gravitational transport on Storglaciären shows that avalanching
can significantly contribute to mass gain while being very restricted in space on larger and flat
valley glaciers. This study observes high year to year variability in the contributions made, and
the relative importance of avalanching will vary on a case per case basis. Nevertheless, evidence
of avalanching was observed on most glaciers surrounding the Kebnekaise massif; and any ice-
mass adjacent to slopes over 30° is likely to at least occasionally receive mass contributions
through gravitational transport. The percentage of overall mass gain will vary with glacier size
and morphology, ranging from a very likely 0% on ice caps to near 100% on certain perennial
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icefields (Rödder et al. 2010).

6.5.3 Response to Environmental Change

Several studies have suggested that contributions from wind driven and gravitational mass trans-
port will become increasingly important for overall net balance as glaciers retreat under high
summer ablation driven by increasing temperatures (Huss & Fischer 2016; Florentine et al.
2018). The suggestion seems valid on Storglaciären: avalanching and wind drift primarily af-
fect the upper region of the glacier; if the total area shrinks, the mass transport processes will
increase in relative importance. Although an assumption is made that snow drift and avalanch-
ing are robust to expected environmental change, there is little evidence to suggest they would
be dramatically affected by air temperature increases (Louchet 2021). Future regional change
in snowfall volumes is subject to more uncertainty (Evans et al. 2008) and at least partially
driven by shorter term oscillations (Pohjola & Rogers 1997), but total winter precipitation as
well as extreme event frequency are generally expected to increase in northern Scandinavia (e.g.
Cardell et al. 2020). Because of the deposition concentrating effect of both wind transport
and avalanches, it can be speculated that snow transport will consistently promote mass gain
and increases in winter precipitation would amplify the contributions of wind transport and
avalanching to mass gain. The reports of mass equilibrium being maintained at surprisingly low
elevations through locally enhanced supply (Huss & Fischer 2016; Mott et al. 2019) show the
importance of accounting for mechanisms of accumulation to understand not only current mass
balance patterns and regimes, but also glacier climate sensitivity and response to possible future
environmental change. Here, ST-EBFM could be a powerful tool in assessing the evolution of
winter balance under scenarios of climatic forcing.
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7 Conclusion

This dissertation aimed at differentiating the contributions of wind driven snow transport and
avalanching from direct precipitation on Storglaciären. To this aim a newly coupled ST-EBFM
modelling approach was developed and implemented on Storglaciären to simulate annual winter
balance. The terrain based modelling of snow redistribution in the landscape improves the
mass balance model’s ability to simulate the spatial variability of winter balance, but extreme
accumulation and year to year variability therein remain poorly captured. Model performance
might improve with the introduction of a parameter to tune wind driven snow erosion, and
by describing avalanche flows more accurately. However, the primary source of error can be
attributed to uncertainties in climatic forcing data. This is a common problem with mass
balance modelling, and underlines the advantage of a simple and adaptable parameterized model
in situations where the availability of input and calibration data is limited. Here the terrain
based approach offers considerable advantages compared to physically based modelling of snow
transport in mountainous terrain, as its input and calibration data requirements are much less
exhaustive. The encouraging model performance results suggest ST-EBFM is a viable and
versatile tool to assess the specific winter balance, and could have applications beyond the
present study.

Together, the study of model parameter sensitivity, spatially distributed error, long term
performance, and relative mass contributions over a single winter build a convincing case for the
significant contribution made to mass balance by wind driven snow transport and avalanching.
The sum of wind and gravitational transport contributions has been modelled to near to a
quarter of the total 1998-1999 winter mass gain of Storglaciären, underlining the processes’ role in
maintaining overall mass balance near equilibrium, and the glacier volume to its current extent.
The impact of avalanching is restricted to a small area at the edge of the glacier, but dominates
the winter balance therein. Wind driven accumulation occurs primarily in the accumulation
zone, and slight erosion is likely to contribute to the steep gradient in winter balance. As such,
the irregular spatial pattern of winter balance on Storglaciären can be largely explained with the
added mass, but model results highlight the necessity of considering micro-scale effects. Finally,
the parameterization of precipitation necessary to obtain optimal model performance suggest
that Storglaciären’s winter balance might benefit from mechanisms enhancing snowfall in close
proximity to the prominent topography of Kebnekaise.

The conclusions drawn on Storglaciären fit well within the existing literature, and the de-
scribed mechanism of accumulation seem to apply to most glaciers in the surrounding area.
While the obtained results show that especially avalanching can have a non-negligible impact
on larger glaciers than previously described, wind and avalanching are thought to play an in-
creasingly important role with decreasing glacier size. As such, their relative importance could
increase as mountain glaciers recede under environmental change, but the exact impacts of wind
transport and avalanching on climate sensitivity remain to be assessed in more detail. Over-
all, the obtained results and remaining limitations underline the importance of location specific
processes; and their complexity. Understanding the interactions between individual glaciers and
their respective surroundings is no small task, but seems very much essential for assessing the
response of mountain glaciers to future environmental change.
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